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This thesis examines the evolution of the musical theatre form in 
Singapore between the 1980s and the 2000s. It explains how the Singapore 
musical has a distinct form, and tracks the genesis of the genre, and the themes 
that popular Singapore musicals explore, in contradistinction to the Western 
Broadway template (also referred to as the Integrated musical within this 
thesis). The Western Broadway template is chosen to be compared against as it 
is the international benchmark for the musical genre and the Singapore musical 
drew its initial inspiration from it. The thesis will also explore the contextual 
factors which enhance or constrain the genre’s development, and makes 
recommendations as to how the musical theatre industry could be further 
developed if certain variables such as education programs and government 
funding schemes were in place.  
 Chapter 1 focuses on the evolution of the Western musical theatre form 
to its present Broadway form – from operetta and vaudeville, to musical comedy 
and then its present incarnation. As the evolutionary trajectory of Western 
theatre is being examined, the chapter will also draw parallels with the 
Singapore musical theatre scene by explaining how the Singapore musical 
developed through a broad overview of major milestones in Singapore musical 
theatre history. 
  Chapter 2 will examine in detail two local musicals, December Rains (a 
Mandarin musical) and Fried Rice Paradise. These two were selected on the 
basis of their having been critically acclaimed when they were first produced, as 
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well as in their restagings in 2010, although they are in different languages and 
aimed to appeal to differing audience groups. The chapter will demonstrate that 
these musicals despite recent restaging where stagecraft was substantially 
revised and improved, still fall short of the Broadway benchmark set for the 
Integrated megamusical form, and have not been able to match up to 
internationally renowned and more epic-scale musicals such as Les Misérables 
and Phantom of the Opera. The chapter will begin by itemizing the features of 
this “Integrated megamusical” (otherwise known as the Western Broadway 
musical), explaining the form’s worldwide popularity, and proceeds to detail 
common failings of Singapore musicals that may not have achieved that 
standard form due to shortcomings in themes, storyline and music.  
 Chapter 3 will highlight the limitations of the Singapore musical theatre 
industry which lead to the falling short of standards in productions. The chapter 
draws from data on Singapore Arts policies and funding, case studies of 
rehearsal observations gathered from fieldwork, and interviews with local 
practitioners.  
 Chapter 4 will offer recommendations on how to improve the standard 
of Singapore musical theatre productions and the international standing of 
Singapore musical, keeping in view that musical theatre is by far the most 
popular and accessible live theatre form in Singapore and most of the English-
speaking world. The chapter delves into proposals with regards to arts 
education, debates the benefits of both private and governmental funding, gives 
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recommendations on how to expand the musical theatre artiste talent pool and 




Chapter 1. Overview: The Evolution of the Western Musical and its Singapore 
counterpart 
 Musical theatre is a genre that requires intense collaboration between 
the different elements of theatre – music, dance, acting, and frequently 
elaborate lighting and set, all are woven together into one unified directorial 
vision. Musical theatre is widely recognized as a popular culture art form and 
frequently indulges in the spectacular. The musical genre is ideal for escapism or 
indulging nostalgic sentimentality, the latter being a theme that recurs 
consistently in Singapore musicals. Audiences find musicals more accessible as 
compared to other art forms that are perceived as more “high culture”. 
Ironically, musical theatre is a theatre of excess, frequently being popularized 
due to its big-budgets, and such big-budget and high quality musicals are 
difficult to produce in a developing society, where culture tends to take a 
backseat when it comes to partitioning government budgets and funding. The 
lack of funding and support negatively impacts many fledgling musical theatre 
groups in Singapore as high venue rental costs and production costs as a whole 
make it difficult for Singapore musicals to sustain long runs.  
 Singapore musical producers and directors interviewed in the process of 
research of the thesis have mentioned that they dream of exporting their 
Singapore musicals. Even as early as 1992, Nagraland was the first Singaporean 
musical to set itself up for export to Japan (Peterson, “Theatre and the Politics of 
Culture in contemporary Singapore” 184). There are three reasons why it is 
important for Singapore musicals to benchmark themselves against Broadway 
and West End megamusicals. 
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1. The audience base in a small country such as Singapore, or even most of 
the world’s cities, will not be able to sustain long running musicals. In the 
interests of producing longer running musicals it makes sense to export 
Singapore musicals. If Singapore musicals aim to set themselves up for 
export, they need to rival the megamusicals of Broadway and West End 
that are being exported to the international stage on a regular basis. 
Thus, larger-scale Singapore musicals should aim to match the Broadway 
megamusical standard, with regards to having seamless plots, flawless 
composition, high production values, ability to awe with the spectacle, 
and professionally trained performers.  
2. Audiences in Singapore are being treated to a wider range of Broadway 
and West End megamusicals ever since the opening of the Integrated 
Resorts in 2011 with their Broadway size and technologically advanced 
theatres. Their tastes and higher expectations for the megamusical have 
thus being strengthened and to cater to this crowd, larger scale 
Singapore musicals should aim to reach megamusical standard. Similar to 
how blockbusters sell out at the movie theatres whereas art films receive 
less publicity – Singapore musicals should aim to reach blockbuster 
megamusical standard in order to secure profitable returns if they are 
already aiming to be performed in larger scale venues. 
3. Such benchmarking is beneficial to aspiring Singapore producers, 
directors and performers who aim to place Singapore on the global arts 
map. By producing more megamusicals, greater spotlight will be placed 
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on Singapore productions, and in turn international arts critiques and 
reviewers will take more notice of our directors and performers. As a 
megamusical employs a far greater number of artistes, technicians, 
professionals in stage management and lighting and costume design etc. 
this will also open up more job opportunities for full-time theatre 
practitioners enabling them to hone their craft and receive greater 
recognition. 
For the purposes of debate within this thesis, I will be comparing Singapore’s 
upscale musicals that are held in the larger venues and noting the possible 
repercussion of their falling short of the megamusical. I will not therefore 
foreground the smaller experimental works for audiences who might have 
differing expectations and are familiar with community based musical theatre 
that do not aim to be exported, or viewed by an international mass audience. To 
do this, a brief historical overview is in order. 
  The musical genre is generally seen as a Western genre, originating from 
America and reflecting American culture. Leonard Bernstein, a composer, once 
described musical theatre as “an art that arises out of American roots, out of our 
speech, our tempo, our moral attitudes, our way of moving” (Miller, 5). To 
determine whether or not a performance can be classified as a “musical” can be 
difficult to a general audience, as an inclusion of music and dance does not 
necessarily make a musical a musical. Thus, in this thesis, unless otherwise 
stated, the term “Musical” refers to the fully “Integrated musical” where the 
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songs are integral towards plot and character development, and woven tightly 
into the storyline.   
French Operetta, Musical comedy and the Princess shows: The evolution of 
Western theatre towards the Western Musical/Integrated musical 
 Western theatre in general has employed music since time immemorial, 
French operetta, musical comedy and the Princess shows have roots that 
originate from the ancient Greek plays and Shakespeare interludes where 
choruses played a strong role. However, the musical theatre that we know 
today, was first inspired by the French operetta of the early 20th century. 
Musical theatre’s elements – “the sung word, the spoken word, vocal musical, 
orchestral music, stage movement, choreography and dance, sets, costumes, 
and lighting – all work collaboratively to give the musical play auditory and 
visual expression” (Jones, 46). 
French operetta provided a sense of escapism and suspension of 
disbelief through impromptu song and dance sequences, similar to the Western 
musical of today. As Mark Lubbock points out, French operetta was the 
invention of “an eccentric but highly talented author-composer, who called 
himself Hervé. He was appointed organist to a mental institution in Paris called 
Bicêtre. Here, he started writing little musical plays to be acted by the patients. 
His purpose was to keep their minds off their morbid obsessions” (483). Today, 
musical audiences enjoy the same sense of escapism as those patients once did, 
from our mundane reality to an ideal playworld.  
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 After the era of French operetta, “the musical was brought into Paris 
during the 1840s, where composer Jacques Offenbach and a variety of 
collaborators turned operetta into an international sensation. The United States 
developed its own slapdash but popular homegrown forms of musical theatre, 
as blackface minstrel shows were joined by such Broadway inventions as 
extravaganza” (Kenrick, 13). During this period of time, musicals were still not as 
integrated as songs and dances were sometimes entirely unconnected to the 
script and plot (Miller, 6).  
 Before the Golden era of musical theatre (1940s-1960s), there was the 
evolution of operetta into lightweight musical comedy. As Steven Suskin 
indicates, 
“things remained relatively quiet until the late 1880s. Operetta occupied 
the classy side of the musical theatre street on Broadway, led by British 
and continental imports. Victor Herbert had just established his own 
brand of American “light-opera” in the 1890s. For the masses there were 
native songshows, filled with low brow jokes and randomly interpolated 
Tin Pan Alley ditties. At the turn of the century, George M. Cohan 
appeared and by concentrating on specific stereotypical characters in 
plotted (lightweight) stories, Cohan developed a primitive musical 
comedy form” (Suskin, 5).  
In Singapore, musical theatre also tends to emphasise lightweight stories and 
formulaic comedic characters. This is especially true for the earlier era of 
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Singapore musicals, such as in the first staging of Fried Rice Paradise and Beauty 
World, as musical comedy is the most accessible to a wide range of audiences.  
 Musical comedy, which was based on Vaudeville, was invented by Cohan 
with the opening of The Governor’s Son in 1901 (Miller, 10).  Later in 1915, 
musical comedy was further developed by Jerome Kern with the Princess shows, 
staged in the intimate 299 seat Princess Theatre. Although many historians 
acknowledge Show Boat and Oklahoma! as the first fully “integrated musicals”, 
where the songs served the characters and story, the Princess shows integrated 
the music long before these musicals (Miller, 14).  
The integrated musical’s form further developed in the 1920s, as songs 
were being written more concurrently as scripts were written, or after scripts 
were written, thus contributing to greater coherence in musicals. In the 1920s, 
dance also took on a more prominent role (Miller, 19).  
By the 1940s, the integrated musical as we know it was fully developed:  
“Critics and audiences in the 1930s could not decide if Porgy and Bess 
was a musical or an opera. It was not until the mid 1940s, and the 
simultaneous success of Rodgers and Hammerstein on Broadway and of 
MGM producer Arthus Freed in Hollywood, that integration started 
becoming the standard for the genre” (Griffin, 24). 
Thus it was that in the 1940s and 50s, the world witnessed the birth of 
classic musicals that had revival quality and are reproduced up to today - 
Oklahoma! (1943), The King and I (1951) and Kiss me Kate (1948) to name a few. 
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The collaboration between experienced composers and renowned scriptwriters 
like Rodgers and Hammerstein contributed greatly to American musical 
development. Similarly, Singapore could look into an increase of collaborations 
between composers and scriptwriters to cultivate a more prolific musical 
theatre scene, more of which will be elaborated on in Chapter 3.   
The collaboration of composers and scriptwriters in America helped the 
musical form become more integrated, for example, “Oklahoma! used dance as 
a fully formed narrative language, just like words and music, instead of merely 
as a plot device” (Miller, 49). Richard Rodgers said in his autobiography that 
Oklahoma! started a trend in America, where there would be a large and 
receptive audience waiting for and supporting new musicals with merit, or 
musicals that are different: “from Oklahoma! on, the memorable productions 
have been those daring to break free from the conventional mode” (Miller, 51).  
A magic formula to create a successful musical 
Could there be a certain formula that can guarantee the commercial 
success of a musical? Certain composers, though award-winning, might not be 
successful in terms of audience popularity. It might be useful to examine what 
elements commercial and artistically commendable musicals share. Although 
audience receptivity is not an exact science, during a Western musical theatre’s 
beginning, there were many musicals that tended to follow a certain “formula 
for success”.  Adonis (1884) a burlesque musical by Edward Rice, embodied a 
formula for success that remained viable for the next six decades. According to 
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theatre historian John Kenrick, during the 1880s, almost every major musical hit 
on Broadway abided by this formula that consisted of the following 6 elements:  
1 A story with intriguing comic possibilities 
2 One or more extraordinary performers, the more the better. 
3 Star vehicles (designed around the unique talents of a particular 
performer). 
4 An abundance of jokes, wisecracks, and sight gags to keep the action 
flowing between songs. 
5 A score that is easy on the ear with no offensive content. 
6 Relation between the plot and songs is unnecessary. (Kenrick, 72) 
In the late 20th century, the Western musical focused largely on the 
integrated musical, whose roots, plot-wise, are more in the classical grand 
operetta. Hornby explains that many popular musicals are actually closer to 
operettas in form: 
Miss Saigon is not a musical comedy. Neither are Les Misérables, Cats, 
Phantom of the Opera, nor most of the other Anglo-American atrocities 
perpetrated on the Broadway stage in the last decade. These 
productions are operettas, a European form with exotic, usually 
historical settings, sentimental plots, and a lush, operatic style of music 
that is closer to Puccini than to Porter. (Hornby, 452) 
There is much catharsis and pathos in this genre of the grand operetta-musical, 
with epic storylines of war (eg. In Les Misérables!) and grandiose music 
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compositions that require full symphonic orchestras (eg. in Phantom of the 
Opera). These integrated musicals that fall under the category of 
“megamusicals”, with large budgets, epic storylines, lavish sets and imposing 
orchestras, tend to be hits that are extended for multiple runs and achieve 
evergreen status, being reproduced for many years to come. In terms of 
Singapore musicals, Forbidden City and Chang and Eng fit the bill for being 
integrated musicals that became evergreen megamusicals, with elaborate 
stagecraft and pathos filled storylines. In the production and crafting of the 
integrated musical, New York’s Broadway usually surpasses other countries’ 
musicals, as many of their productions combine not just operetta but also 
musical comedy elements, spectacular sets, heavy use of the chorus and special 
effects, forming a hybrid that is frequently acclaimed for everything from good 
composition, storylines that combine entertainment and pathos, as well as 
elaborate set designs; an example of such a critically acclaimed Broadway 
musicals is Wicked.  The success of American Broadway musicals is also 
acknowledged by a British critic who commented that the ‘musical’ as an 
entertainment is, more dependent on craft than art, which explains why today 
the Americans score in this form of entertainment, with shows and scores 
superior in design and construction (Lubbock, 485).  
 The formula and crafting of a megamusical is something that Singapore 
musical theatre can improve in an effort to strive towards Broadway standards. 
Regardless of the budget and funding constraints that limit Singapore musicals’ 
potential, Andy Tan makes a valid point that “commercialism and art must co-
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exist symbiotically; preferably a balance must be found in order for a musical to 
truly become universal” (Tan, 2). Even without Broadway sized budgets, 
Singapore musicals could aim to improve in the crafting of their storylines and 
songs. 
The definition and common features of a “Singapore musical” 
 Henceforth, the term “Singapore musical” will be used to describe any 
musical production that is staged, written and primarily acted and produced by 
Singaporeans. Another important consideration would be if they have one or 
more elements of setting, plot or characters that distinctly reflect Singapore 
culture; this thesis will also offer in-depth case studies of Singapore musicals 
whose storylines are set in Singapore which speak of Singaporean issues or 
reflect Singaporean culture.  
 In the Singapore musical theatre scene, songs and scripts are not always 
written concurrently which explains why certain musicals work better than 
others. The problem of trying to connect songs, dances and inserting them at 
the appropriate times into the musical script is a problem that any theatre scene 
can face, and this problem is evident in Singapore musical theatre as well, more 
of which will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
Musicals such as Mr Beng (1999) or Fried Rice Paradise center on 
comedy or have comedic elements. Star performers such as Kit Chan and 
Jacintha Abisheganaden are frequently used in Singapore musicals, popular 
jokes are often inserted into scripts, scores of the pop genre by Dick Lee tend to 
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be popular and the revue format employed by Jonathan Lim’s Chestnuts 
(STAGES) series and the Dim Sum Dollies have proven to have ticket selling 
value, lasting several seasons. However, the American Broadway musical 
successes that manage to run for decades are rarely musical comedies but 
classics modeled after the Grand Operetta. Also, although comedy is popular in 
Singapore, to think that Singapore audiences are only entertained by musical 
comedy and the hodge-podge revue format would be infantilizing their 
theatrical tastes. 
As compared to the Western musical, Singapore’s musical theatre history 
is still very much in its infancy. The first Singapore musical was only produced in 
1988 with Makan Place (1988), and Beauty World soon followed after. In the 
past 22 years, 2-4 full-fledged musicals have been produced in Singapore each 
year. Broadway and West End are much more prolific, producing 40 or more 
full-fledged big budget musicals in a year that run in the theatres for months at a 
stretch. The average Singapore musical runs for two weeks. As Singapore 
musicals as a whole get much less running time, they are reviewed less on the 
global arts map; many small budget musicals are not even well-acknowledged 
by Singaporeans. The measure of success of a musical can take into account its 
exportability, the length of the production, audience reception, ability to fully 
incorporate all musical elements into a coherent narrative, the length in which 
the production stays in the audience’s memory, the number of re-runs and 
reproductions after a run, the number of skilled practitioners and production 
companies specializing in the genre.  
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With regards to the prolificity of musicals, Broadway witnessed the trend 
that after the Armistice of 1918, money was available to produce anything with 
the slightest prospect of success, and audiences were lenient, easily amused and 
generous with their patronage, resulting in a magical decade when the 
Broadway theatre could afford to produce as many musical shows as it wanted, 
and to market them at box-office prices that the audience could pay without 
feeling any pinch. From the season of 1919-20 to 1929-30, Broadway produced a 
larger total number of musicals than in any other eleven-year period (Jones, 55). 
As Singapore starts to feature more on the global arts map with the opening of 
its Integrated Resorts, Singapore could take this opportunity to produce more 
musicals, as the new and increasingly affluent global audience of tourists could 
watch more than one performance. These foreign megamusicals might attract 
arts tourism from neighbouring countries that might not have their own 
Integrated Resorts, resulting in spillover benefits to local musicals. After all, off-
Broadway musicals benefit from tourists going to watch Broadway musicals.  
 Scott Miller describes its musical theatre as “America’s mythology, a 
chronicle not just of America’s times, people, and events, but even more of 
America’s dreams, legends, national mood, politics, and its extraordinary muscle 
and resilience” (Miller, 2). Similarly, Singapore musical theatre also reveals much 
about national history and social issues, and can be a reflection of the changing 
nation over the previous 4 decades. Although western musical theatre almost 
never overtly narrates nationalistic themes, it does frequently engage the 
audience through storylines that reflect national history and culture in order to 
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foster a sense of community. Take for example, the Broadway hit that is West 
Side Story. One of the reasons why it was popularized is because it traces the 
American immigrant story and not just because it adapts the Shakespearean 
classic Romeo and Juliet. Oklahoma! and Meet me in St. Louis also both use the 
integrated structure to consciously present romantic visions of the heritage of 
the nation (Griffin, 25). Similarly, Singapore musicals such as Kampong Amber 
(1994) and Lao Jiu (2005), are sometimes set in history or emphasise national 
culture and social norms and easily identifiable value systems in the country. 
The theatre, as an arena where private thoughts may gain public 
acknowledgement, and also a medium for transmission of values and 
consciousness raising, should interest governments as it has the power to be “a 
curious hybrid realm where private interests assume public significance” 
(Bhabha, 2), and “a site of contestation in the process of nation building since 
‘theatre is the business of constructing cultural icons, and icons are the 
semiotics of societies’”(Cody, 208). While the yearly National Day Parades are 
music, song and dance spectacles for the people, offering an overt opportunity 
for the nation’s discourses, the spectacle that is every Singapore musical 
however has the propensity for more subtle use of national history to foster 
community. I will later explore how the government could think about investing 
more in Singapore musicals.  
 Just as The Great American Musical was first defined in 1927 with Kern 
and Hammerstein’s Show Boat, and all musical productions seem to have to be 
measured against that, there is also the idea of producing The Great Singapore 
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Musical. Although composers like Dick Lee with Beauty World have made it to 
the global stage, it can be debated that Singapore is still searching for the right 
formula for producing The Great Singapore Musical.  Chng debated that “in the 
early twentieth century, when American musical theatre was only starting to 
come into its own, writers and composers were especially conscious of a need to 
create a distinctive style that could be identified as “American”, and were 
anxious to break away from European traditions of art and culture that were 
perceived to have dominated the American stage thus far leading to a sense of 
‘cultural inferiority’” (Chng, 2). Similarly, Singapore musicals sometimes 
demonstrate the anxiety to break away from the Western musical to create 
something uniquely Singaporean, for example through its style of music that 
might contain Singlish lyrics, or central themes within the musical that might 
portray Singaporean culture and attitudes. We will explore how successful 
productions are with regards to this.  
 In terms of theme and storylines, Singapore musicals tend to indulge in 
nostalgic presentations of historical events in a bid to showcase national 
identity, use smatterings of Singlish in a bid for uniqueness that sets them apart 
from the Western American musical, or subscribe to melodramatic plotlines that 
emphasise the trials and conflicts in an Asian family, for example in the 
aforementioned Lao Jiu, that fit more into the mainstream television soap 
operas or for the Chinese diaspora or Asian audience, than for an international 
stage. When family becomes a main theme in the musical, it acts as a microcosm 
of society, community and societal values. The focus on nostalgic musicals such 
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as Beauty World and December Rains that tend to sell out could be because they 
satisfy the local audience’s tastes for introspection (Wong, 1), and feature a 
people who are displaced by time, yearning to return to a bygone era, a “home 
we miss [that] is no longer a geographically defined place but rather a state of 
mind” (Wong, 2). It is through identifying with one’s traditions and culture that 
one fulfills the need for understanding one’s history, or creating a history for 
oneself by partaking in an artificial feeling of community through the nostalgia 
that takes place on stage. This artificial feeling of community makes audiences 
think that they identify with the characters, that what is happening on stage 
might be similar to what their ancestors might have experienced, hence even if 
they might not have lived through that period or been through identical 
tribulations they might feel that the story on stage is part of their story and a 
narration of how they and their country came to being. However Singapore 
musicals are not without their merits and developments. Dick Lee’s music for 
musicals such as Fried Rice Paradise (1991), Nagraland (1992) and Fantasia 
(1994) aided in the development of mainstream Singapore pop. These works 
also engaged with issues of identity (middle-class materialism vs Asian 
sensibility) and made the audience feel a sense of connection (Purushothaman, 
55). 
Factors that support and hinder Singapore musicals reaching “megamusical” 
standard 
 Singapore as a country with its unique multi-cultural and increasingly 
liberal society that utilises English as its lingua franca, is in a globalized position 
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that allows itself to be heavily influenced by Western culture, thus making it one 
of the few Asian countries that can actually attempt to adapt the American 
musical theatre genre without encountering too many language or cultural 
barriers. At the same time, Singapore might want to be careful about mimicking 
Broadway or putting up plays from the Broadway canon wholesale, as it is more 
difficult to restage a production that had prior raging success and live up to 
audience’s preconceived expectation. Conversely, it is much easier to perform 
something that is inherently Singaporean that both Singaporean actors and 
audience can find an emotional connection towards.  
Performing a new, inherently Singaporean production is preferable to 
expand the visibility of Singaporean musical theatre because even though 
Singaporean actors are English speaking, their accents might not sound 
convincing in a culturally American play that is set in America. Broadway singing 
also has a distinctly bright nasal quality that makes it distinctively Broadway, and 
few Singaporean actors might have received such in-depth training on Broadway 
singing although many can carry a tune. Another option would be to create 
Singaporean adaptations of Broadway musicals. Asian countries such as Japan 
have theatre production groups (eg. the Takarazuka troupe) that manage to 
adapt the musical genre, as well as staples from Broadway and Western literary 
canon for their own indigenous consumption. While not being performed in the 
English language, musicals can still be adapted to suit different cultures. 
Singapore musicals are starting to experiment more with this adaptative genre, 
especially in Mandarin Singapore musicals, for example The Theatre Practice’s 
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Lao Jiu: The Musical includes Chinese opera and puppetry stylistics elements, 
and Liao Zhai Rocks! incorporates both Chinese literature classics and Western 
Rock Music genre. However, having English as lingua franca does not 
automatically aid in Singapore musicals being able to adapt to Broadway musical 
standards, in fact, it might have aided in giving the local theatre community false 
confidence in being able to reproduce musicals from the Broadway canon 
without adapting them, hence further jeopardizing the productions.  
 As Singapore’s development in the Arts progressed and the 21st century 
expanded in a new world order dictated by global capitalism, Singaporeans 
became well-travelled and discerning Arts patrons (Purushothaman, 68). Thus, 
the need to raise the production values of various Arts including musical theatre 
became more evident. The public became more discerning of the quality of 
Singapore musicals and trends in modern West End and Broadway musicals, 
hence productions such as Liao Zhai Rocks! and Sleepless Town began 
experimenting in the rock-pop genre that is popular in modern Western 
musicals such as We Will Rock You and Joseph and the Amazing Technicolour 
Dreamcoat, with varying degrees of success. There is also an increasing need to 
compete with foreign productions as more of them are entering the Singapore 
market with the opening of the Integrated Resorts (IRs); internationally 
renowned productions such as The Lion King and Avenue Q are now being put 
up at the IRs regularly, giving audience greater variety.  
From the very beginning, Singapore musicals faced much difficulty in 
matching up to foreign productions due to relatively smaller budgets. The 
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average Singapore musical cost S$400,000 to produce in the 1990s1, now it can 
easily cost more than a million if one were to stage a full-fledged musical in the 
Esplanade. Although having a big budget does not guarantee a musical’s 
success, Singapore’s audience is growing increasingly accustomed to watching 
big budget international cast Broadway musicals and thus might grow to expect 
the same from Singapore’s musical theatre. While interviewing Dr Kenneth Lyen, 
a local musical theatre incubator, he commented that “Small home-grown 
musicals generally do not have the budget for pizzazz, let alone aggressive 
marketing, and so they tend to be ignored by our local audience.” To make 
matters worse, although Singapore has invested in many new venues to 
showcase the Arts, such as the Esplanade, the IRs and refurbishing Victoria 
Theatre, these venues have high rental prices that are daunting to local 
companies producing Singapore musicals, with rentals for a 4-hour performance 
reaching $6300 per day2, and that is not including the fees for technical crew, 
rehearsals or time for bumping in and out. Hence Singapore musicals frequently 
get relegated to smaller theatres such as the National Library’s Drama Centre 
and Raffles Hotel’s Jubilee Hall, which are akin to off-Broadway venues, while 
the foreign imported International Broadway productions reserve the prominent 
venues such as the Esplanade and the IRs. 
 Prices of venues also directly impact the pricing of tickets, which in turn 
limits the propagation of Singapore musicals and the broadening of a 
                                                             
1
 From The Straits Times “5 Musicals Next Year”, 14 Oct 1993. 
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sustainable audience base. In order for big budget musicals to be staged and to 
increase the spectacle on stage, tickets for musicals tend to be priced steeply – 
tickets in the highest priced category for the 2010 productions of December 
Rains and Fried Rice Paradise were $129 and $100 respectively. This might imply 
that only the upper middle class are able to afford to watch musicals on a 
regular basis, which restricts the audience base and negatively impacts the 
development of musicals, as with skyrocketing ticket prices on Broadway (Jones, 
3). Singapore therefore needs to manage growth of the musical well, so that 
high production values do not deter audiences. Also, whether Singapore can 
establish a brand for musicals will depend on how Singapore musicals are 
marketed worldwide and if alternative avenues of popularizing Singapore 
musicals, such as through DVD or CD recordings, take flight. Pricing Singapore 
musicals too low might hence cause audience to misconstrue that the value of 
the production is also low. Here comes a conundrum though, as it is actually in 
Singapore’s interests to keep local musical production ticket prices affordable, in 
order to remain competitive as compared to International musicals being staged 
in Singapore.  
Also, if we compare Broadway’s ticket price with the demographics of its 
audience, “one result of these soaring [Broadway] prices is that audiences have 
become wealthier and older. With fewer young people exposed to musicals, the 
potential audience for musical theatre has begun to shrink” (Jones, 3). It is in 
Singapore’s greater interest to educate and expose a younger generation of 
Singaporeans to grow their passion for the Arts, and in this case, Singapore 
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musicals, in order to further interest them in being involved in the production 
process later on. This would then help break the cycle of Singapore musicals not 
being able to raise their production values and standards due to insufficient 
homegrown talent. Perhaps, to counter rising ticket prices, the government 
should look into increasing subsidizing of ticket prices for youth, especially 
performing art students, or ticket prices could be lowered for last minute on the 
day sales, similar to TKTS discount booths in New York.  
 With the opening of new entertainment and cultural performance halls 
and venues, a wider variety of musicals is being regularly performed in 
Singapore; musicals range from internationally popular musicals to local 
hobbyist group musical revues. This rise in competition might benefit audiences 
in the long run, as it encourages ticket prices to remain competitive and widens 
audience’s exposure to a wider range of musicals. Foreign productions might 
have to aim to decrease ticket prices in order to remain competitive and attract 
a larger pool of audience to sustain the supply, considering that foreign 
productions tend to be staged for a longer period of time in Singapore. In terms 
of an audience pool, the audience numbers for ticketed Theatre performances 
have risen from 2010 with 1,377,900 audience members to 2,136,800 in 2011, 
with the huge leap due in part to the opening of the IRs.3 Thus there should 
remain a healthy supply of audience to sustain a growing and competitive 
musical theatre scene.   
                                                             
3
 National Arts Council, Singapore Cultural Statistics 2012 
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 The 21st century has seen the Singapore government introducing 
incentives to make Singapore more of a global Arts hub and the Arts is now 
acknowledged more as a tool in establishing National Identity and fostering 
community, as well as a national economic generator, rather than as merely 
frivolous entertainment for an elite class. However, the rates at which Singapore 
is exporting the Arts and creating megamusicals do not correlate to the rise in 
interest levels and still leaves much to be desired. Also, significant steps that 
Singapore has taken in developing the Singapore musical theatre scene have 
declined since the 1990s, signifying that the growth of the musical theatre scene 
in Singapore might be moving towards a plateau, without any great 
advancement. Singapore musicals have stopped becoming part of the usual fare 
in the Singapore Arts Festivals that are meant to encourage the growth of 
certain Arts groups in Singapore and expansion of Arts interest in audience. 
Singapore theatre groups in the recent years have been more prolific in 
producing smaller experimental works, for example Sleepless Town (2009), 
Georgette (2009), revues (A Singaporean in Paris [2010], Dim Sum Dollies series 
[2004-2008], or revivals of past great musicals (If there are Seasons [2009], the 
updated version of Fried Rice Paradise [2010] and December Rains [2010]). The 
phenomenon of more musical theatre participation in experimental works as 
opposed to participation in larger scale festivals could be in part due to the 
recent economic recession that encourages smaller scale productions as 
compared to larger scale ones, and could also be in part due to the lack of 
confidence in the idea that Singapore could be a global player in terms of the 
musical theatre genre. There is hence the low enthusiasm for participating in 
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festivals where the musical might take international notice, in favor of smaller 
scale productions that might be less risky in terms of recouping production 
costs. Other than the above mentioned secondary reason, the primary reason 
for the overall lack of international recognition of Singapore musical theatre lies 
in that Singapore musical theatre still does not match up to the standard of the 
Broadway megamusical in spite of smaller experimental works being on the 
increase.  
 In order to focus more on the perceived limitations of Singapore musical 
theatre of “export quality”, the next chapter will concentrate on how the 
Singapore musical does not match up to the Integrated megamusical even if it 
might have certain elements of the megamusical. Part of these limitations as can 
be seen in the chapter, lie in the common themes and culture portrayed in 










Chapter 2: Falling short: How and Why the Indigenous Singapore musical pales 
in comparison to the Integrated megamusical  
 Oscar Hammerstein II once said that “It is nonsense to say what a 
musical should or should not be” (Kenrick, 7). However, it is to the credit of the 
local Arts community that it examines routinely what steps and measures should 
be taken in the writing, composing and producing of local musicals, in order to 
ensure the success of a musical. Singaporean musical theatre practitioners are 
constantly looking to develop their own distinct form but “The Definitive 
Singapore Musical” or specifically Singapore Musical Theatre form is still 
embryonic due to its relatively short history of just over 20 years. 
 When musical theatre was in its infancy and beginning to become a 
genre on Broadway, the musical comedy, revue, and American operetta were 
the three popular forms of musical theatre. Musical comedies were often used 
to feature the talents of unique performers, with the popular songs of the day 
put together by a thin, frivolous storyline (Kirle, 15).  
Singapore musicals have been developing in the past 20 years, in the 
various formats ranging from comedy revues to epic-spectacular musicals, but 
are still hesitant in fully integrating the three main elements of song, dance and 
acting, which as Kirle (15) notes were essential for that combination known as 
the “megamusical”. Some Singaporean productions focus on the storytelling 
through acting rather than relying on song lyrics to aid the plot progression, and 
some do not develop the dance element, choosing to place less emphasis on 
dance as most of the actors might not have had extensive dance training. 
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Singapore musical theatre while concentrating on dramatic storylines and catchy 
music still has not had any forays into the fully integrated dansical or classic 
operetta and the lack of experimentation in this genre is probably due to a 
limited talent pool, a point which will be elaborated on later.  
 The western integrated megamusical, exemplified by one of the longest 
running and most popular musicals of all time, Les Misérables, is not only fully 
integrated in all three elements of musical theatre, but also shows superb 
stagecraft and direction, and has negligible plot holes. At the same time, Les 
Misérables has a worthy score that uses complex underscoring and through-
lines of music. Moreover the live musical features choreography that is coherent 
and where the chorus’s choreographed dances aid in heightening the emotion 
behind both dialogue and music. The music has, in turn, become popularized 
even outside the theatre itself. Les Misérables can thus be used as a model for 
the integrated megamusical by which we can benchmark for Singapore musicals 
to analyze elements of success. In the following examples I will first illustrate 
how Singapore musicals fulfill or fall short of the aspects mentioned above, so as 
to demonstrate in subsequent chapters how Singapore musicals might be able 
to improve and be more like the model integrated megamusical while still 
retaining an indigenous flavour.   
 Fried Rice Paradise and December Rains will be discussed in detail based 
on their recently revived and rewritten forms, and examined for the elements of 
the Integrated megamusical present in them, and which would combine 
elements of musical revue and American operetta, to form a highly crafted and 
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spectacular hybrid. The former is representative of an early day musical comedy 
due to its themes, characters, book and song, whilst the latter has its roots in 
operetta due to its more serious and dramatic book and music. Neither can be 
clearly classified as an Integrated megamusical. 
How the ingredients to cook up a Singapore musical lack the spice of a 
megamusical 
Many early Singapore musicals such as Fried Rice Paradise and Beauty 
World followed a musical form similar to that of the early musical comedies 
instead of the integrated megamusical, with few well-known theatre stars, and 
having a thin book which was still filled with many entertaining jokes and catchy 
songs. Fried Rice Paradise, with script and lyrics both written by Dick Lee, was 
first directed by Ong Keng Sen in 1991. It is primarily a comic character-based 
musical, and was completely re-written for its revival in 2010. 
 Since the dawn of the Integrated musical, there has been a large reliance 
on romance to tie together loose ends, speed plot progression, and encourage 
the popularity of the musical even after the curtain call, through its love songs. 
Hammerstein and other lauded composers demanded that there should be 
songs in musicals that have a distinctive hook that also provides insight into 
character or plot points (Steyn, 94) – these are the memorable love songs in 
musicals.  Singapore musicals, regardless of their language medium (be it English 
or Mandarin), or their musical theatre genre, ranging from the musical comedy 
such as Fried Rice Paradise to the melodramatic Chinese musical December 
Rains, have all relied on love stories and love triangles. The love songs do not 
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become popular hits after the run of the show, unlike love songs from Broadway 
musicals such as “On the Street where you Live” (My Fair Lady) and “All I Ask of 
You” (Phantom of the Opera). This causes the musicals to fall short of the 
popularity of the above mentioned Broadway musicals with hit songs that are 
replayed on the radio. Having songs that do not achieve pop-culture status bears 
a direct impact on whether the musical becomes internationally renowned or 
remembered and reproduced in years to come. 
The differences between the plot progression in megamusicals and Singapore 
musicals 
In Broadway Integrated megamusicals, most plots are tied together not 
just by a love story but also by a “quest” – a main motive and goal that the 
protagonist has to achieve in order to achieve a “happy ending”. However, many 
Singapore musicals fall short by having a quest that is not powerful enough or 
unclear. In the updated version of Fried Rice Paradise (2010), the quest was Bee 
Lean trying to save her father’s chicken rice shop from being bought over by 
Rickson Goh and to save Jalan Calamansi from being repossessed. However, it 
took almost half the musical just to set the scene and dive into the plot. This 
might cause the audience to lose interest quickly or leave them wondering what 
the main catch of the show is. Similarly, Haunted (1999), composed by Mark 
Chan and written by Ovidia Yu, has a plot that centers around a predictable 
family drama of the ghost of an extramarital lover not being avenged, leaving 
the audience with not much to anticipate at the end. These two examples can 
be taken as indicative that Singapore musicals pale when compared to 
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Broadway Integrated megamusicals in terms of engaging plots, with the 
occasional exception such as the dansical Cats that succeeded in becoming an 
all-time favourite musical in spite of lacking any distinct plot.  
Problems with the book also exist in Mandarin megamusicals such as 
December Rains. The plot progression is extremely fast but it lacks emotional 
gravity – a love story blossoms within a few minutes, without sufficient details 
given regarding the lovers’ interaction with one another, and in the first half of 
the show an entire generation has aged and more than twenty years have 
passed. As a musical’s music tends to soar with emotional peaks in the plot, such 
quick plot progression that lacks details of the protagonists’ interaction results 
in many missed opportunities for memorable songs and characterization. In its 
entirety, the December Rains plot is melodramatic, and appeals to an older 
generation of Singaporeans who might be more accustomed to melodramatic 
televised Mandarin drama serials, focusing on universal themes of love, 
friendship and nationalism. The affective and most cathartic moments in the 
performance for example, are the more intimate scenes such as the mother-
daughter song. December Rains falls short and thus cannot be classified as a 
megamusical in terms of success of plot.  
Broadway musicals that set themselves amidst historical events such as 
Les Misérables or Miss Saigon choose poignant events that inflict great misery 
on the characters. However a script like December Rains falls short of the 
benchmark as the events of the Chinese revolutions were barely enacted on 
stage, featuring only an approximately 5 minute experimental dance routine 
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without significant dialogue or character interaction through song, and  the 
audience might feel lost if they have not enough background knowledge of the 
historic event. The December Rains script also had references that were overly 
dated: for example it was set in the days of Malaya, and there were references 
made about the Malaysian government not taking care of the Chinese 
community’s interests, which might be lost on the younger generation of 
Singaporeans. By having such dated references, reproducing the musical in the 
future would be directorially challenging as more dramaturgical research would 
be necessary, and the audience might or might not relate to the characters as 
much. It is possible for the musical to be a period history success, such as Les 
Misérables is, however Les Misérables’ story was already tested and proven 
popular due to the novel by Victor Hugo; not every story might command the 
audience’s interest. In December Rains, comments such as “Chinese are not to 
be trusted” by protagonist Mengyu might also be misconstrued and seem 
politically incorrect in this present day and age when Singapore is inviting many 
Chinese immigrants to its shores. Although the original idea of the plot was to 
draw attention to a time and age of differing loyalties in Singapore, where 
Chinese still felt more for China their motherland, such sentiments might no 
longer resonate with Singaporeans, given that December Rains was mostly set in 
the 1950s.  
Reccurent themes in Singapore musicals and their effect on audience 
Despite Singapore’s relatively short history, Singapore musicals tend to 
be set within Singapore’s past, as for example, Dick Lee tries to engage the 
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audience in a romanticised nostalgia. Aaron Hales makes mention that the use 
of Singaporean history facilitates distance between the scriptwriters’ critique of 
society of issues reflected within each production and the Singaporean censors 
(42), and the use of a different time becomes a common stylistic device that aids 
in the creation of an imaginary and idealized history of Singapore. Hales also 
notes that each writer brings his own version of history, due to his personal 
memory, and these versions might be very different from the general public’s 
view or the government’s view (42). For example, in Fried Rice Paradise (2010), 
Dick Lee succeeded in writing a historical fantasy of how those who lived in the 
shophouses could not bear to move out. The historical fantasy espouses the 
good that the Housing Development Board and People’s Action Party had 
achieved for Singaporeans in the 1970s, by creating the idyllic multi-racial 
neighbourhood, without mentioning the overcrowded conclaves of immigrants 
and how the shophouses were fire hazards. 
The plot of Fried Rice Paradise also concentrated on more modern day 
governmental propagandistic messages, as the 2010 production was 
commissioned by the People’s Association. One propagandistic message was the 
idea that residents being forced to move from shophouses to HDB flats in the 
1970s was in the residents’ interests. Other distinctly Singaporean themes were 
also evident, such as the gentrification of old colonial shophouses into 
revamped nightclubs, inter-racial courtships, and the idea of good 
neighborliness. These themes were all key issues in the musical, giving it a 
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Singaporean context and making it easy for audience to relate to and appreciate 
the humour. 
Fried Rice Paradise is set in 1979, and while Singapore modernizes, Choo 
Bee Lean, the unattractive daughter of Choo Kew Teng, turns her father’s old 
noodle shop into a popular fried rice restaurant to save their shophouse home, 
while next door, businessman Rickson Goh aims to develop the old Jalan 
Calamansi into an entertainment hotspot. The story of Bee Lean in this revival 
and revamp of Fried Rice Paradise thus becomes an allegory of the story of 
Singapore’s independence (as seen in how she grows and matures to take over 
the reins of the business from her father) and the difficulties it faced in terms of 
changing the mindsets of its people with regards to alternative communal 
housing arrangement and racial harmony (as seen in how the neighbours had to 
adapt to moving out of their shophouse and accept that Jalan Calamansi is now 
an entertainment hotspot).  
To elaborate on common themes reflected in Singaporean musicals, 
Aaron Hales argued in his thesis that during the early days (1970s) of Singapore’s 
Arts development, the Singapore government’s laws of censorship as a 
“mechanism of control” heavily influenced performance and creativity during 
the 1970s when the government initiated its Asian Values policy. The policy had 
a serious effect on the development of the arts, removing Western influences 
and focusing upon fabricated tenets of ‘Asian’ identity in the name of 
Singaporean nationalism (Hales, 11). Later on, the Singapore musical theatre 
scene found a way to circumvent censorship by instead concentrating on stories 
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that revolve around the common man overcoming daily problems within the 
family and his neighbourhood, emphasizing family, friends or even nationalistic 
messages and themes in performances. Hales notes that “Beauty World, with its 
simply catchy tunes and localized humour, articulates well the way in which the 
genre was able to evade governmental scrutiny” (14). Although musicals as 
family entertainment rarely aim to be controversial, escaping from censorship 
might result in language that is excessively clean, the absence of political 
parodying, or any jokes that are sensitive to matters of race, language or religion 
(a Singapore version of Avenue Q would be impossible). This however causes 
many of the musicals to portray characters that seem rather two-dimensional, 
resembling cartoon cut-outs and politically correct caricatures rather than 
having emotional depth. In Fried Rice Paradise, everyone from the ‘Ah Beng’ 
(gangster) boyfriend of Bee Lean, XO, to the greedy ‘towkay’(businessman) 
Rickson Goh is a caricature. This thus takes away the ‘epic storyline’ factor that 
frequently accompanies many successful Broadway musicals whose protagonists 
might be more poignant, full of catharsis and memorable (for example the 
Phantom in Phantom of the Opera who shows his ambitious talent and his 
emotional delicateness, Jean Valjean in Les Misérables who is seen as both a 
hero and a criminal on the run, and Elphaba in Wicked who is seen as both a shy 
witch and a heroine). 
The art of Singapore’s govern-mentality, like that of other modern nation 
states, has relied on erasing memory, inventing tradition, and rewriting history 
to facilitate both the construction of a national identity and ensuring a loyal and 
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cohesive electorate (Low, 46). Many Singapore musicals rely on themes of 
national identity to foster a sense of belonging in audiences, who can relate to 
the themes or jokes, and hence heighten their appreciation for the 
performance. References to local current affairs, idioms and traditions are often 
made. For example, Singlish is often deployed both as a form of characterization 
as well as to create mutual identification between audience and characters. In 
Fried Rice Paradise you often hear Singlish dialogue such as “life is so simple, 
why we complicated it, you know?” (where the Singlish syntax is used), “lah”s 
(the common Singlish slang at the end of phrases) are used liberally and Singlish 
jargon is even included in the lyrics. For example,  
Fried Rice Paradise 
“Shiok” (Tastes/feels good) is how it’s been described 
An over reliance on Singlish and nationalistic themes in productions might cause 
the Singapore musical to require translation, and additional explanation to the 
audience on social contexts. This might give problems in terms of the Singapore 
musical’s exportability and lessens the musical’s chances of being chosen for 
foreign reproduction by foreign theatre companies, as Broadway musicals tend 
to be reproduced in much of the English-speaking world, from Australia to the 
West End.  
 Other than relying on themes of national identity and Singlish in terms of 
musical genre, Singaporean musicals tend to be more musical comedy than 
operetta when thought of in comparison with the musical theatre of early days. 
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Most of the plots rely on stories of the every-man, with the lead characters 
being ones that a middle class urban audience can empathise with. For example, 
Fried Rice Paradise’s Bee Lean is about to move into a HDB flat, sells chicken rice 
and is an entertaining heroine because of her naivety and love for her 
neighbours. In Beauty World, Ivy is a young girl from a small town in Malaysia. 
By concentrating on stories of the everyman, they gain mass audience appeal. 
Fried Rice Paradise, December Rains and Beauty World’s plots were all also 
centred on a family drama; they are family friendly, propagating values of 
familial love within communities. Dick Lee talked about why his musicals tend to 
centre around themes of the family “I make it family fare because it sells 
tickets.”4 
Theatre Groups in Singapore like producing musical comedies as they are 
easier to script and compose in an entertaining manner, as well as contain issues 
closer to the heart of both the actors and audience, as opposed to operetta that 
is perceived to be more high-brow. However, by avoiding certain genres of 
musical theatre such as operetta and sticking to a musical comedy formula, the 
Singapore musical scene does not do itself a favour in the long run, as 
practitioners fail to produce wider varieties of musical theatre that might appeal 
to an increasingly diverse audience that is looking for more than just musical 
comedy. Broadway and West End musicals are diverse enough to reach niche 
audiences that are more interested in particular genres of music: musicals such 
as Les Misérables and Phantom of the Opera might appeal more to those 
interested in operetta, Mamma Mia appeals to ABBA fans and those interested 
                                                             
4
 As revealed by Dick Lee during a conference panel during the 2010 Live! Conference.  
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in rock and roll, and musicals such as We Will Rock You will appeal to die-hard 
fans of rock music. Musicals are also usually written from something familiar or 
heartfelt stories; yet sometimes there are the accidental hits, such as T.S Eliot’s 
poems that were the inspiration for Cats. Singaporean musicals have not seen 
sufficient experimentation into the above genres thus limiting the musical 
scene’s growth.  
 Since Singapore musicals tend to concentrate on the musical comedy 
form, does this mean though that we should not hope for the birth of other 
genres of musical theatre in Singapore? Singapore culture is occasionally 
portrayed in Singapore musicals in a unique fashion that could possibly 
encourage the birth of a new form and genre, in its Singlish, its Singapore 
traditional cultural dances, and Singaporean brand of melodrama or humour.  
The hybridization of cultural dance and music towards a uniquely Singaporean 
musical 
The charm of a Singapore musical lies in its cultural distinctiveness, its 
portrayal of themes of racial harmony and amalgamation of different cultures 
through not just its plot but also its dances and musical style. By including 
elements of different ethnic groups’ music and dances, it produces a hybrid 
product. The dances and music may not immediately be identified as being from 
any particular cultural group, but the blend of Chinese or Malay instruments 
with English lyrics for example may become distinctly Singaporean. Singaporean 
locals would relate to it better, and touristy audience might appreciate the non-
americanized themes, local exotica, and the chance to gain fresh insight on 
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Singaporean culture. Application of ethnic elements need not be heavy-handed 
and fall into exoticising of culture, but can be done through humorous jokes in 
the musical or in certain musical stanzas. For example, in Fried Rice Paradise the 
popular traditional Malay song ‘Rasa Sayang’ is adapted and combined with 
disco-pop beats and paired with a rap about Sang Nila Utama and the founding 
of Singapore, with lyrics such as  
“Once Upon a time there were only trees with a lion or two enjoying the 
breeze, 
Then a boat arrived one sunny day and human beings were here to stay. 
The King of the jungle he couldn’t really complain, 
He had the whole damn island named after him.” 
The lyrics discuss the founding of Singapore in a light-hearted and comical 
manner by pairing the upbeat folksong Rasa Sayang to a ditty about how 
Singapore was named. Local audience recognize the tune of the song and 
identify it as being commonly sung during national day, and foreign audience 
might recognize the song as being played on Malay instruments and being 
interestingly paired with rap that is historically American music. 
The revival version of Fried Rice Paradise  as a measure of how Singapore 
musicals have improved and evolved 
Fried Rice Paradise is also an interesting case study as it was extensively 
rewritten after its initial performance in 1991, thus featuring a spectrum of 
cultural references some belonging to a bygone era and some being recent. The 
1991 version of Fried Rice Paradise had the story unfold with Jacinta 
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Abisheganaden acting as narrator, narrating the story of her friend Choo Bee 
Lean – who owns a brand of fast food restaurants and is looking for a successor. 
Since then, the story has been updated to that of Bee Lean and her father’s fried 
rice stall, but certain theme-songs and themes remain the same. For example, 
the signature theme song for Fried Rice Paradise remains unchanged, with lyrics 
filled with local food references. Food is a common love for Singaporeans, thus 
making it easy for audience to appreciate the humour, and this becomes a 
cultural reference that remains in musical reproductions as it withstands the 
ages. In both the 1991 and 2010 versions, the theme song “Fried Rice Paradise” 
featured lyrics about local foods: 
 Fried Rice Paradise 
 Nasi Goreng, very nice 
 That’s her speciality 
 Ninety-nine varieties 
 
 Both the 1991 and 2010 scripts give the audience a look into the 
Singaporean lifestyles of the characters, making cultural references on popular 
Singaporean past-times. Bee Lean’s favourite hobby is playing mahjong with her 
friends and there is even a song they sing about playing the game. In the 1991 
version, the ‘The Mahjong song’ contains lighthearted inside jokes such as: 
The Mahjong Song 
XO 
When your work is getting stress, 




Call your three kakis 
To come and help you to relax 
 Jokes are also made in relation to the Singaporean naming and 
presentation of characters. The actors in the 1991 production played up the 
comic elements to fit their stereotypical characters, for example, the ‘villainous’ 
sister (Fancy) appeared scheming, and spoke in a high pitched and screechy 
voice akin to the ‘evil stepsister’ character archetypes in other plays such as 
Cinderella.  Slapstick comedy was also used, with farcical names given to 
characters, for example the private investigator is called “KP Chao, Chao 
kaypoh”, which in Singaporean Singlish means “very curious busybody who 
meddles in others’ affairs”.  
In spite of the 1991 Paradise’s attempts at being culturally distinctive in 
its characters and music, the songs were lacking in a unified through-line and 
distinct melody that loops. This can prove to be a major failing as compared to 
Broadway musicals that are remembered for their distinct through-lines in 
music. Also, there were huge chunks within the storyline where music and song 
seemed to be absent, relying solely on the actors’ comic acting to carry forward 
the plot progression, making the performance verge on the genre of a music 
play rather than an integrated musical where songs drive forward the plot 
progression. The songs are also mostly solos or duets, with the chorus coming in 
only occasionally. Audiences familiar with integrated musicals where there is a 
strong chorus which makes the songs sound more spectacular and full, and 
choreography that accentuates the impact of the music and storyline, might 
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thus feel shortchanged on an experience that falls short of the integrated 
musical.  
In contradistinction, the hit revival production of Fried Rice Paradise in 
2010 was not so much a revival as a whole new revamp. Dick Lee took huge 
liberties with his original script and songs, increasing the number of songs, and 
changing the supporting characters by adding new characters. This calls into 
question whether the scriptwriter himself thought that there were serious gaps 
in the storyline of the 1991 production that warranted an increase of songs and 
changing of characters. Does this mean that the second script negates the first, 
and that the second should be remembered hence on as the definitive Fried Rice 
Paradise? The 2010 production by The Singapore Repertory Theatre was 
commissioned by The People’s Association of Singapore, sponsored by 
numerous government boards such as the Tote board, Singapore Pools, and had 
private sponsors as well, such as the Lee Foundation, Mediacorp and Kodak5. 
One can trace the increase in the support of musicals in Singapore by comparing 
the two, although it can be argued that in spite of greater funding, the musical 
still fell short of being an integrated musical that can be exported. More about 
funding opportunities and how much they can help the Singapore musical 
production companies will be elaborated on in the next chapter.  
Haunted as a case study of what Singapore musicals used to be 
                                                             
5
 Sponsoring companies also tried to leverage off the good name of the SRT and the high 
production values, for example, an interesting and very Singaporean gimmicky touch was Prima 
taste giving out free Laksa Fried Rice Sauce to audience after the performance. 
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To prove that early age Singapore musicals have focused on familial 
themes, one can note that even scripts that are not comedies, such as Haunted 
(1999), emphasise themes of familial love and drama. Haunted’s script and lyrics 
were written by Ovidia Yu and the music was by Mark Chan. A fully Singaporean 
produced production, it was directed by Casey Lim, the production was held at 
Victoria Theatre and acted by established Singapore actors Tan Kheng Hwa and 
Selena Tan. Audiences were treated to a visual spectacle with set designer 
Salvador Bernal and digital image designer Chan Man Loon, together designing 
an opulent mansion on stage that formed the setting for the Asian family drama. 
Although acted in the English language medium, the storyline focused on 
inheritance problems that formed a melodramatic plot similar to popular Asian 
televised soap operas. The story and plot of Haunted have a good mixture of 
funny comedic moments from the supporting characters cracking jokes and 
performing archetypes of melodramatic characters such as the overly 
domineering matriarch, but the main storyline was a serious one about hidden 
family secrets and regrets. The drama also centered within the boundaries of 
traditional Asian patriarchal values pertaining to inheritance. It also featured 
recognized local actors, with Selena Tan acting as the matriarch and Jacintha 
Abisheganadan as the “ghost” – Lilian, the wronged lover of the grandfather 
alongside lesser known actors. However the melodrama of the predictable plot, 
where the ghost haunts family members until the secrets of the past are 
revealed and she is ‘avenged’, causes the musical to be lackluster and 
uncomparable to a Broadway musical. To mix star-studded cast and non-fulltime 
actors also risks putting Singapore musicals at a standard that falls short of the 
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international Broadway megamusical that always have professional and 
experienced musical-trained casts although this might help train the less 
experienced actors.  
The Singapore audience and its love for musicals 
Regardless of whether the musical’s script might be predictable or have 
defects, the musical remains Singapore’s most popular live theatre 
entertainment. William Peterson, once commented that “the theatrical form 
most widely embraced by the greatest number of Singaporeans is not the 
Chinese opera but the Western-style musical” (Hales, 9). Tommy Koh also said at 
a conference that “Asians still have less interest in, and respect for, Asian arts 
than they do for European Arts” (Low, 39). 
 As interest in the arts grows in Singapore, audiences thus watch western 
musicals and art forms more than the Asian arts, and most of this audience 
belongs to the upper and middle income groups. Low Kee Hong commented 
that in 1999, the majority of Arts performance audience in Singapore was from 
the growing middle and upper-middle class, even though the government’s arts 
outreach programs are supposed to include all of Singapore society (5). Other 
than the family drama, the “revue” format that many Singaporean musicals 
take, such as the Dim Sum Dollies, is an example of the variation of satire of 
Singaporean issues and culture that bourgeois Singaporeans enjoy. It is 
challenging though to toe the line between musical comedy that is satirical and 
witty, and slapstick comedy that some musicals unfortunately rely too much on 
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due to caricaturized characters as illustrated in previous examples of Fried Rice 
Paradise.  
The talent pool and possible ways to expand it 
Singapore musicals tend to draw from the same pool of talent during 
castings due to the Singapore theatre industry being relatively small. However 
the pool of talent can be expanded if directors are willing to cast a wider net in 
search of new musical stars. The casting of Taufik Batisah, winner of Singapore 
idol a pop-singing contest, for the role of Johan in Fried Rice Paradise, helped to 
attract a new audience from the pop music crowd rather than the usual 
Singapore theatre audience. I overheard fellow musical theatre aficionados 
commenting that they were pleasantly surprised that he, a pop singer, could 
cross the bridge into live musical stage performance successfully as he was not 
trained in acting or dancing. More local pop artistes could be encouraged to 
make similar forays into live theatre, similar to how many stage play actors 
crossed-over to musical theatre. This would certainly help to produce more 
talent in Singapore and increase the healthy competition in maintaining and 
advancing the skills of Singapore’s talent. Over the years, since the 1990s, 
Singapore’s theatre talent has been increasing albeit at a slow pace. In 1991, 
actors such as Lim Yu-Beng, who has won Best Actor in the Singapore Life! 
Theatre Awards in 2005 and starred in many local and international films such as 
Singapore, Dreaming and Anna and the King (1999), were just beginning to try 
acting in musicals – he played the role of Johnson Choo in Fried Rice Paradise 
(1991). Back then, there was a lack of chorus actors as can be seen in the small 
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chorus size of only eight people in spite of a larger than average production 
budget, and the choreography was unpolished. In the 2010 version though, the 
chorus boasted an ensemble of 20 very strong triple-threat actors. As a result, 
the choreography by Jeffrey Tan was superb, complex and unified the plot and 
songs by setting the scene of the restaurant - the dancers acted as customers 
through their actions that were translated into dance movements for example, 
and at times the dancers helped move the pace of the storyline faster through 
rapid dance routines that helped denote the passing of time.  
The growth of the Singapore musical scene from 1990s to the present is 
commendable even if it has not reached the mature state of the Broadway 
musical industry. From the video footage of the 1991 production, one can see 
that many of the chorus actors were amateur actors and not well-skilled in 
singing or dancing. Comparatively, our musical actors today are better trained 
and could execute complex dance routines with panache. The Singaporean 
audience’s enjoyment while watching the 1991 production was evident in spite 
of the subpar singing, as laughter was heard after every joke and there was 
much applause after every song, proving that a local audience could appreciate 
the charm of the Singapore musical in spite of it being a less polished 
performance than those of Broadway or the West End. Today, the Singapore 
audience is more exposed to big budget international productions, thus their 
expectations are invariably higher – this could signal the need to improve 
production values and the musicals’ content (songs, dances, plot) in Singapore 
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quickly, in order to continue entertaining audience to the level at which they 
were entertained in 1991. 
The importance of improving musical composition to  popularize musicals 
Other than through the acting and spectacle of big budget productions, 
another important factor of musicals’ success, is clearly their music 
compositions. One bad song or plot hole does not necessarily break a musical; 
however the music as a whole within a musical contributes largely to whether a 
musical is well received by critics and appreciated by audience who will in turn 
recommend others to listen to the music by purchasing the CDs or to watch the 
musical in future runs. For example, with regards to the composition of the 
musical score, between the years 1943 and 1964, Broadway experienced an 
innovative period known as the “Golden Era”. Steven Suskin notes that “so 
golden is this era, that these hit musicals came along at a rate of more than one 
a year” (3). Classics such as Oklahoma!, Carousel, The King and I, West Side 
Story, How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying, all belong to this era, 
and have since been re-staged by many different companies in different 
countries worldwide. Singapore has yet to experience a golden era of 
composition. Suskin makes a point that “many long-running hits have succeeded 
despite weak material” (Suskin, 3) as their songs were memorable. The prolific 
Andrew Lloyd Webber quoted in an interview with Mark Steyn:  
“You say that Phantom is only spectacle,… but that’s just not true. In 
three years, it sold three million double-sets around the world, four Top 
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Ten singles. That’s nothing to do with production values, because no way 
have all those people seen the production” (Steyn, 284). 
Musicals should therefore learn to ride off the success of good compositions, 
something that the Singapore musical composers could learn from – perhaps in 
the future Singapore radio stations might broadcast homegrown music that was 
composed for the musicals, and Singapore musicals might become a staple in 
Singapore live theatre with additional runs, and perhaps even spur the growth 
of Singapore movie musicals of productions that were well-received. 
 In integrated musicals, there is usually a through-line of music – a 
familiar melody that carries on throughout the show, and becomes akin to a 
jingle that stays in the minds of audience long after the last curtain call. Robert 
Berkson notes that: 
Underscoring music is used to accent action and provide undercurrent. In 
its most common application, underscoring will utilize a theme, or 
variations on a theme, already heard and easily recognizable to the 
audience. This type of underscoring can often refer to a particular 
character as well as a song associated with that character (29). 
However, many local musicals do not rely on underscoring enough to drive 
forward the energy of the production from scene to scene. A memorable 
melody from an underscore can also form a “loop” of music that would help 
audience remember the musical better even after the curtain closes and inspire 
audience members to publicize and share the musical. In Les Misérables for 
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example, the key melodies of “One Day More” and “I Dreamed a Dream” are 
alike. Also, certain characters such as the Thénardiers have a signature melody 
that they sing throughout songs, for example strains of “Master of the House” 
can be heard when they sing their part in “One Day More” and whenever they 
appear in a scene. In many Singapore musicals, the through-line of music is not 
evident thus they pale in comparison with such musicals. At times, we do see 
certain repeated strains of music, for example in Fried Rice Paradise, “Move 
Along with the Times” has a melody that carries the same strain as the theme 
song “Fried Rice Paradise”, however the underscoring is very faint as many other 
melodies are laid on top of it, and the audience has to listen very carefully to be 
able to hear it. In the other case study December Rains, the characters also often 
only have the opportunity to sing one or two songs and hence no common 
music theme is evident as their “signature” song.  
 Elsewhere, musicals such as Les Misérables have a lot of the dialogue 
sung in recitative fashion, or in layman’s terminology “sung-through”, such as in 
the song “Look Down”, where Enjolras and Marius speak-sing about who was 
responsible for the poverty in France. Dialogue such as “Where are the leaders 
of the land, where are the swells that run this show” and Enjolras’ response 
“only one man and that’s Lamarque, speaks for the people here below” are fully 
sung to add to the passion within the words. In the fully Integrated 
megamusical, music aids in increasing the depth of emotion behind the 
characters, arguments are sung, confessions are sung, all heightened emotion is 
sung. Although Singapore musicals employ the use of love songs to express 
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characters’ heightened emotions, it is usually only during solos that the 
character’s inner thoughts are reflected, rather than in “sing-through” and 
conversation between two characters or more. For example, in songs such as 
“Dreamgirl” in Fried Rice Paradise, we witness XO singing alone about his 
feelings, and although the song gives insight into his character, it does not help 
plot progression. In Kenneth Lyen’s review about another Singaporean musical 
Lao Jiu, he managed to pinpoint the problem: too much was in the spoken 
dialogue instead of the action, he said, “There is an axiom taught in writing 
school: “show, don’t tell.” It is strange then that the lyricists and scriptwriters 
often find a need to ‘tell’ the scene, instead of relying on mise-en-scène such as 
the set and costumes, or dance and background music to illustrate this. It is also 
a great pity that lyrics are not being fully utilized in character conversations to 
help plot progression, making the music seem to be purely for entertainment. 
For example, in Fried Rice Paradise, Bee Lean’s song “Turning Twenty One” gives 
audiences insight into her inner feelings of what it is like growing up, but she 
does not actually engage in dialogue that reveals character interaction. While 
the lyrics have lines such as “you will be a star, sure of who you are” where the 
chorus supporting the lead chimes in to sing about the lead’s situation, however 
the song lyric-dialogues are seldom integral to plot progression or character 
development. This lessens the impact of the scene, as audiences do not witness 
enough musical interaction between characters which might help drive the pace 
of the musical forward. Similarly, songs such as “Disco Boogie Hustle Bump”, 
and “Move along with the Times”, though catchy, have lyrics such as “The higher 
buildings start to rise, the more we feel we’re left behind”, illustrating the 
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setting rather than speaking of any character’s motives and fail to contribute to 
the progression of the quest. Even the love songs such as “Day to Day” have Bee 
Lean singing solo about her love-lorn state rather than to anyone, not a lover 
nor a friend – the lack of interaction between characters in the songs thus fails 
to drive forward the plot. Although musicals such as Les Misérables also have 
similar solos such as “On my Own” that illustrates setting or the character’s 
love-lorn states, there is usually a good mixture of such songs with other songs 
where the chorus features more prominently or where multiple characters 
participate in a tune to drive plot progression, watching solo after solo might 
only conjure in audience’s minds the impression that they are watching a variety 
show rather than a musical.  
 The music of Singapore’s musicals is not altogether a failure though. A 
remarkable factor about the Singapore musical scene despite its short history, is 
that a few famous Singaporean composers have their unique styles of 
composition, similar to Broadway and West End composers renowned for 
individual styles such as Sondheim and Lloyd Webber. Within the Singapore-
Chinese-Musical scene, there is the Bang Wenfu style for example, that is 
familiar to local practitioners. Both his 天冷就回来 (If there are Seasons) and, 雨
季 (December Rains) have similar composition styles. Dick Lee too remains a 
popular figurehead in terms of musical composition and has his unique style, 
frequently combining western colotomic musical structure with distinctly 
local/south-east-asian music (Hales, 119). His style frequently includes the use 
of Asian elements – such as touches of the Gamelan that can be heard in Beauty 
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World. These Asian touches encourage a blend of music style that is uniquely 
Singaporean, and encourage a Singapore flavor to our musicals, setting them 
apart from the traditional western Broadway musical and hence encouraging 
tourists and foreign audience to take more interest in them. Hales states:  
Lee’s music is generally diatonic and straightforward in style, suitable to 
the musical theatre genre. Although Lee’s music resembles Western 
imports from the 1950s, what is more unique is how particular songs 
within Beauty World articulate compositional structures and genres of 
performance that are unique to Singapore and the Southeast Asian 
region, namely Indonesia and Malaysia (Hales, 111).   
Hales adds that there are touches of gamelan and getai in the musical. 
 
Xinyao and how it might aid the popularization of musicals 
Chinese musicals such as Snow Wolf Lake, If there are Seasons and 
December Rains tend to have music compositions that fall within the category of 
Xinyao(新谣) which can be considered a popular local Asian form. Xinyao, when 
included in Singapore musicals, is a strength, as it forms an interesting talking 
point: a cultural hybrid as well as the opportunity to reach out to a new group of 
audience interested in the music genre. In December Rains, there are a few 
songs that use the Chinese chromatic scales to add flavour and as contextual 
reference, for example, in the wedding song 今天 (Today), pentatonic scales 
moving quickly up and down help illustrate the hustle and bustle of a traditional 
Chinese ritual. These chromatic scales accentuate the exotic factor in the 
musicals, making audiences take special notice that these Chinese musicals, 
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though having a Western canon form in terms of the script, are different with an 
additional special X-factor. From hence forth I will be using December Rains as 
an example of a popular musical whose music was composed in this genre.  
Singapore homegrown mandarin pop songs (新谣, xinyao) heavily 
influence local Chinese musicals due to local Chinese pop composers being 
engaged to be songwriters, and partly also because of the appeal they might 
bring to the local audience. Xinyao first became prominent in the 1980s, with 
lyrics that are inspired by poetry. These lyrics reflect the culture of the day and 
the life of the everyman in Singapore, an important common element in themes 
in Singapore musicals. Musically, Xinyao songs have clean acoustics, featuring a 
main soloist frequently accompanied by the guitar, repetitive verses and a 
harmonizing chorus. 
The Xinyao genre also tends to use highly emotive language by using 
much symbolism. Below is an example of a popular song from December Rains, 
one which illustrates the melodrama of the depiction of the pain of having to 
pass a message because of the departure of a lover to pursue a lofty goal, and 
the bittersweet sorrow of lost innocence of youthful love in the symbol of a 
flower, along with how rainbows can exist in the heart in spite of tribulations in 
the symbol of rain. The lyrics hence have an inherent poeticism (Xinyao style), 
and the lyrics bring out the inner passions while the action taken on stage is 
straightforward, depicting the protagonists having to part without saying their 
last goodbyes.  
请你告诉他 (Please let him know) 
身边人影 左右褪尽 (Shadows surround us, closing in from left and right) 
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所有声音 渐渐停息 (All surrounding sound, slowly stops) 
天地之大 我的眼睦中只有他 (On this immense earth and under the entire 
heavens, in my eyes there is only him)  
在我纯真年华 (In my innocent youth)  
他曾送给了我世上最美的花 (He has given me the most beautiful flower in the 
world - love) 
请你请你告诉他 我永远爱他 (Please I implore you, let him know, I will love him 
forever) 
就算大雨一直下 心中彩虹长挂 (even if the rain keeps falling, I will keep a 
rainbow of hope in my heart) 
彩虹尽头有他 (It is him at the rainbow’s end) 
 
The opening of the song also features the combination of classical music 
instruments such as the zither and the western keyboard, followed by an 
increase in tempo into a grand finish with western band instruments that 
include percussion and cymbals, giving it a distinct east-meets-west Chinese pop 
sound. This blending of music genres creates an amalgamation that critics would 
be less inclined to compare with Broadway musicals and is also a significant step 
towards developing a Singapore style of Mandarin musical.   
Many of the Xinyao songs in Mandarin musicals work because of the 
inherent poeticism that encourages a display of emotion within the lyrics rather 
than a mere illustration of the background of the scene. December Rains has 
songs that have the characters singing together to heighten emotions, songs 
such as 今天 has the whole chorus chirping in to describe that joy at the 
impending wedding, but a common failing is that they do not actually dialogue 
with each other about the preparations either, resulting in the audience not 
gaining additional insight into any particular characters, only the overall 
narration of the storyline. The love songs and duets though have more dialogue. 
只要你相信 (If only you believe) for example is a duet which both sets the scene 
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by describing the pouring rain and shows the protagonist and her lover duet-ing 
about believing in each other and helping each other achieve their dreams. Ying 
Xiong’s lyrics to Mengyu “让我带你去看一看远方的奇机” (Let me bring you to 
take a look at the miracles of far away lands), their harmonizing concurrently of 
“我愿为你相信” (I want you to believe) and Mengyu's response “雨中也有天
晴” (There will be sunshine after the rain) are conversations rather than just 
setting the scene, which contributes to a much more powerful song as the 
audience gets drawn into the story as the lyrics reveal character intentions as 
well as plot progression. Also, the two main love themes, 请你告诉他 (Please 
let him know) and 只要你相信 (If only you believe) have a through-line that 
binds them together and the recurring melody becomes a poignant reminder for 
audiences of previous love scenes from previous acts in the musical and of the 
love plot's progression hence far.  
Later, 我以为爱 (I thought that you were in love) also reprises the 
melody of 请你告诉他 (Please let him know) at the end of the song, 
demonstrating to the audience the two different character perspectives of the 
love triangle. However, the number of songs with dialogue still remains 
extremely few and there is no sung dialogue (recitative). For audience familiar 
with Broadway megamusicals, the lack of recitative might be seen as a "falling 
short" of international perceived standards of what a musical should be.  




There are auxillary benefits to solo-heavy musicals, and the bulk of 
December Rains’ compositions feature many duets and solos. According to 
music director Elaine Chan, having songs that only require one or two actors at a 
time creates a rehearsal situation in which coordination and training can be 
faster. A recording of the songs was already done pre-rehearsals as it was easier 
to coordinate the time schedules of the actors when only one or two need 
appear at a time. However to rely on just duets and solos also meant that the 
musical might not seem to be as integrated, as only the main characters reveal 
character development through song, while the supporting actors rarely get a 
chance to sing, causing the musical to pale in comparison with Broadway 
megamusicals that have more song and dance numbers that involve the chorus 
more heavily. Fewer songs and less music overall also mean a smaller chance to 
capture the attention of an audience which comes expecting songs to be a main 
feature in the musical, and not just a musical play which centers on the acting. 
Goh Boon Teck, director of December Rains, mentioned to me that one of the 
most important ingredients in a musical is the music and how engaging it is, as 
music is a faster medium in which the audience is touched.  
Key to the success of any live musical theatre performance also is the 
arranging and re-arranging of scores. A successful re-arrangement of the score is 
when the actors’ vocal strong points are brought out, enhancing the audience’s 
experience. Most Singaporean-English musicals seem to lack songs that feature 
an ensemble, which means that any solo or duet’s vocal mistakes will be 
glaringly evident, negatively impacting the audience’s experience. However, 
there were moments in early age musicals such as Haunted where I questioned 
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if the music arrangers took into account the actors’ vocal ranges and types. For 
example, during the Grandfather’s swan song, he seemed to be straining his 
voice. Could it be because the actor simply was not musical theatre trained? 
However, there were other supporting cast members who gave award-winning 
singing performances. For  example the duet between Rachel (Pamela Oei) and 
Rafiq (Gani Abdul Karim) called “One Two, Three Four” was both charming and 
heartfelt. In December Rains Kit Chan’s vocals were what saved the show, but 
definitely much credit also goes to the re-arrangement of music by Elaine Chan 
to suit the vocal range of all the soloists. Soloists like Taufik Batisah in Fried Rice 
Paradise (2010) are even more fortunate as Dick Lee composed a new song, 
“Dreamgirl” that suits his character, vocal type and range, and thus the quality 
of his performance was boosted because of it. Often it is the arrangement, and 
not just composition, of the music in a musical that makes or breaks a musical. 
Singapore musicals thus might seem to fall short of Broadway musicals because 
the actors’ vocal types and the songs’ arrangements do not gel as well as those 
of Broadway musicals. This could be because of the lack of effort and emphasis 
placed on employing a good musical arranger or director, or possibly because of 
a small talent pool to cast suitable actors from, and the comparative lack of 
vocal training time due to short rehearsal runs. 
Other than the musical arrangements, having a rehearsal orchestra 
present is also imperative to the success of the musical. The longer the 
orchestra can practice live with the actors and choreographer present would 
influence how polished a performance is. According to Elaine Chan, integrated 
musicals on Broadway have the benefit of full orchestras present during multiple 
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full runs, but usually Singapore musicals have to contend with just a rehearsal 
pianist, and in fortunate cases such as in Fried Rice Paradise and December Rains 
a music director is also available. While the actors of December Rains rehearsed, 
the rehearsal pianist, Julian Sng, was always present. This helps as amendments 
to the pace and feel of the music can be made and perfected. Sometimes 
though, they rely on the minus-1 as well as the pianist simultaneously. Elaine 
Chan comes weekly to make adjustments to the music and she is kept updated 
of how rehearsals have progressed. The reliance on minus-1 and inability to 
rehearse sufficiently with full orchestras definitely cause Singapore musicals to 
be less well-rehearsed and fall short of the standard of the Broadway 
megamusical that has months of dress-rehearsal before running.   
As in the case of December Rains, recordings instead of live music were 
used during rehearsals for certain songs, which affects the speed at which the 
choreography could progress. Berkson commented that for a choreographer, 
hearing the music – as opposed to seeing it in the score – is crucial to the 
creation of the choreography (34). This is because hearing the subtle cadences 
and sudden rhythmic changes in the music could help create choreography that 
does not overtax the actors and which fits the nuances of the scene. In 
Singapore, many productions swing between amateur ones that lack 
performance pianists and the professional productions where recordings are 
used during rehearsal until the musicians are brought in only at the ending 
stages of rehearsal. Using only taped music is not ideal as the conductor also 
needs rehearsals to determine when best to start and stop the orchestra, and 
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what levels to cue the music to increase or decrease in volume or speed 
according to the dances and dialogue.  
The power of dance and how it makes or breaks a musical 
In the Integrated musical, action is also heightened when it suddenly 
escalates and transforms into dance but this seldom happens in Singapore 
musicals, which are lacking in one important aspect that encourages an 
audience’s emotional participation in musicals – the power of interpretive and 
action-packed driven dance. For example in December Rains, the number for 今
天 (Today) becomes much more powerful because there is a chorus that dances 
with fitting choreography in the background to highlight the exuberance of the 
wedding scene. For main characters, dance has the benefit of developing the 
character’s personality and increasing the awe in the audience because of the 
spectacle. Choreography also aids in giving language to that which words cannot 
express, as music and dance together can form an additional non-verbal 
language to aid in the storytelling. Group choreography is also doubly impactful, 
and serves to heighten any scene, as can be seen in the “Do you Hear the People 
Sing” march in Les Misérables. A Singapore production like December Rains 
though, has a much simpler choreography as compared to Fried Rice Paradise 
(2010), when it comes to chorus choreography. The choreography was kept 
simple, in order to save the actors time in learning the steps, and they also 
employed professional dancers to take on the more elaborate choreography. By 
keeping choreography simple, Singapore actors might not be encouraged to skill 
up to the dance level and standard that foreign musical-trained actors are at, 
causing a stagnation in terms of dancing talent in Singapore’s local talent pool. 
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Singapore musicals hence also have never yet been known for their stunning 
dance moves, and it will be difficult for Singapore to be renowned for any award 
winning dansicals such as Cats. 
The American musical industry is very different, even their community 
theatre groups tend to challenge themselves more in terms of staging musicals 
for large audiences or musicals that feature heavy dance elements. Robert 
Berkson once commented that in America even off Broadway, “Properties with a 
dancing emphasis are being staged locally with increasing frequency. Non-
professional groups are now apt to want to include the major dance sequences 
contained in these shows rather than omit them” (Berkson, 1). Singapore on the 
contrary would tend to omit dance sequences, choosing to focus on acting 
elements instead. One reason for this is because many Singaporean theatre 
actors are more used to live theatre, but not the musical genre and are still in 
the phase where they are trying to cross into an entirely new genre that they 
might not be skilled and experienced in.  
Another factor that compromises the choreography in many Singapore 
musicals is the lack of rehearsal time. Robert Berkson recommends choregraphic 
rehearsals that are time intensive but necessary (Berkson, 6). In Singapore, 
many productions do not give the choreographer adequate time to perfect the 
steps and staging of the cast. The cast of December Rains was given only about 
two months to perfect the choreography, and for a cast that is not primarily 
dance-trained this can seem an indomitable feat.  
Another factor that causes Singapore musicals to fall short of Broadway 
megamusicals would be the lack of a continuous choreographic style within 
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certain musicals. Berkson makes a point that to establish the identity of a 
production continuity of visual vocabulary is important, sudden divergence of 
style would only make audience feel uncomfortable (Berkson, 7). Continuity in 
terms of choreography though, is something that not many local productions 
can boast of, because they lack a professional dance trained chorus. Also, the 
main cast might not be triple-threat actors who can learn complex routines. 
Fried Rice Paradise (2010) however seemed very much more powerful because a 
lot of the choreography had a common style, strong defined movements, and 
was reminiscent of Broadway dance choreography sets which meld jazz, basic 
ballet, and Latin dance.  
Although local musicals might face the challenge of hiring actors with 
lesser dance experience, Berkson argues that an audience “will always accept 
simplistic choreography of otherwise meaningless steps as long as there is valid 
motivation for the dance and a committed delivery” (Berkson, 14). Therefore 
local choreographers can aim to help dance-challenged actors by using simple 
steps, and encouraging them to perform them with passion and feeling and 
motivation in each step. However, if directorial inspiration and choreography 
conflict, this might inspire overly disjointed segments of choreography that 
might create confusion in the audience and damage the suspension of disbelief. 
Dance sequences that complement the storyline, and do not exist as separate 
entities in a musical to act as additional entertainment, would strengthen the 
musical. In terms of directorial style, Goh Boon Teck’s direction style in 
December Rains was avant garde and contemporary, with dream dance 
sequences and surreal moments combining fast forwards in time with actors 
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treading water as a gestus. The choreographer tried to contribute to this 
directorial style by inserting a dream dance sequence just before intermission, 
to act as an dance-analogy of Mengyu’s banishment from her father’s 
household. This dream dance sequence resembles the dream ballet sequence in 
Oklahoma! that Oklahoma! became famous for, where the ballet foreshadowed 
themes in the musical - Laurey the protagonist dreams of what marriage to Curly 
might be like until a nightmarish turn of events where Curly gets murdered in 
the dream. Although the dance sequence in December Rains helped to speed 
forward events and plot progression, and was aesthetically beautiful, it seemed 
unnecessary and jarring when placed in the middle of otherwise stylistically 
similar choreography.  
After examining the reasons and factors behind why the indigenous 
Singapore musical does not match up to the Broadway megamusical, in terms of 
script, music and choreography, the next chapter will highlight the conditions 
under which Singapore musicals are produced, shedding light on what obstacles 
practitioners might encounter. The following chapter will also give background 
about Singapore’s progress towards being a global city for the Arts, available 
sources of funding, and how this might have helped or hindered the progress of 










Chapter 3. Obstacles and Hurdles: Why the Indigenous Singapore Musical has 
not taken flight 
 Low Kee Hong in his thesis suggested that Singapore, in order to achieve 
‘World City’ status, has modeled its cultural policy to encompass two significant 
signifiers ‘Global City for the Arts’ and ‘Renaissance City’ (Low, 7). The term 
‘Global City for the Arts’ seems to imply the staging of both foreign and local 
productions on what is seen to be a “World-stage” because of Singapore’s 
diverse audience of both tourists and multi-cultural locals. The term 
‘Renaissance City’ is sometimes thought of as a misnomer as Singapore never 
truly experienced a time of “cultural boom”. 
The government first took measures to ensure that local companies and 
artistes develop by setting up the National Arts Council (NAC) in 1991. The NAC’s 
vision is “To Develop Singapore as a Distinctive Global City for the Arts” and its 
mission is “To nurture the Arts and make it an integral part of the lives of the 
people of Singapore”.6 But what are the steps that Singapore as a nation has 
taken towards developing the musical industry, and to nurture a love for 
musicals that are distinctly Singaporean in theme, form and production? 
                                                             
6 Taken from the NAC annual report FY 2008/09 
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According to John Kenrick, “Musicals thrive in cities that are the ‘happening 
place’ at a given moment. These communities must meet four essential criteria:  
1. A population large and prosperous enough to support an active 
theatrical culture. 
2. A thriving artistic community that nurtures successive generations of 
creative and performing talent. 
3. A shared sense of optimism in regards to the community and its 
future. 
4. Freedom from extensive government censorship and/or political 
oppression” (Kenrick, 12). 
If these are the criteria for a musical to be successful, then Singapore fails on at 
least 2 out of 4 counts. First, the local audience base is not considered large 
enough for most megamusicals to sustain long production runs (the longest 
running musical in Singapore ever is The Lion King7, which is an imported 
production, running for 7 months over 220 performances) unless the number of 
tourists who attend performances in Singapore is constantly rejuvenating the 
audiences as is the case in Broadway or West End, and even optimistically 
speaking it will take years for Singapore’s arts scene to reach this level. In 
contrast, hit Singapore musical Fried Rice Paradise ran for less than one month8. 
Second, the artistic community has its celebrities such as Hossan Leong who has 
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 Taken from “6 more weeks to catch top musical, The Lion King!” by Camy Tan 
http://www.feveravenue.com/6-more-weeks-to-catch-top-musical-the-lion-king/ (Sep 17, 2011) 
Accessed April 2013. 
8
 Taken from ‘Fried Rice Paradise’ by Jeremy http://buttonsinthebread.com/2010/08/26/fried-
rice-paradise/ 
 (Aug 26, 2010) Accessed April 2013. 
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been in the theatre scene for close to two decades, but there is rarely new 
blood. Although there is a sense of optimism with regards to the future of the 
Arts industry in Singapore as can be seen in the growing number of Arts schools 
such as the School of the Arts, this optimism is not shared by everyone.  
 Government funding: How it aids and its limitations 
 Singapore’s desire to be successful in the musical genre is economistic. 
However Low Kee Hong in his thesis about creating a ‘Global City of the Arts’, 
suggested that governments of post-colonial societies, such as Singapore, also 
construct a ‘Post-Colonial Cultured Nation-Self’ in a desire to reflect the position 
of being ‘emancipated from the imperial empire’ and transiting into the larger 
global capitalist economy (Low, 13) – this could explain Singapore’s interest in 
Western theatre forms such as the musical. To excel in musicals would be to 
best the West at its own game and would prove that Singapore as a nation is 
now culturally developed. As a country that prides itself for being a bustling city-
state that attracts many tourists (including arts tourism), Singapore’s economic 
aim is to be synonymous with cosmopolitan Western cities such as New York 
and London, both of which have a thriving arts scene and musical theatre 
culture. Singapore can aim to be famous for musicals as well, although it does 
not necessarily have to imitate the above cosmopolitan cities as it can thrive by 
popularizing its indigenous art forms such as Asian dances and opera alongside 
musicals as well. By the 1990s, policy-makers had come to appreciate the 
economic value of the arts (Low, 32) and that was also when the first 
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Singaporean larger scale musicals such as Fried Rice Paradise and December 
Rains were first performed.  
 Since then, there have been many government initiatives to help the Arts 
community. The NAC launched three new initiatives in 2009 alone: The Arts 
Creation Fund, aimed at driving creation of original and distinctive works; the 
International Arts Residency scheme to provide artists with access to prestigious 
overseas residencies; and the Arts-For-All Community Engagement Plan to 
develop an engaged and educated audience that not only appreciates art, but 
participates in arts making.9 These are all methods by which the government 
tries to encourage the growth of an increasingly competitive arts industry and 
hopefully the growth of unique Singaporean musicals that match up to 
Broadway’s production and scriptwriting standards. There is also benefit in 
cultivating a unique Singapore musical style and our musicals cannot only be 
reproductions of previous Broadway hits or pale imitations of Western musicals 
as that would cause Singapore musicals to lose a possible competitive edge. 
  The NAC was conceived as a statutory board with maximum autonomy 
to hire the people it wants, raise its own funds, appoint advisory committees 
and even set up companies to embark on join ventures. It took over the staff 
and property of the National Theatre Trust, the Singapore Cultural Foundation 
and MITA’s Arts Division (the former MCD’s Cultural Division) with the 
inheritance standing at S$11 million and a staff of about 100. This money was 
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used to set up the Singapore Arts Endowment Fund10 of which the interest 
generated will be used to support arts groups and organize arts activities.11 In 
October 1997, the NAC restructured to now comprise of six divisions: Artist 
Development, Audience Development, Arts Programs, Corporate Services, 
Corporate Communications and Marketing, and Strategic Planning and Research 
(Low, 28). The greater segregation of divisions should mark the increase in more 
tailored programs and funding to help different sections of the arts scene in 
Singapore, which should in turn translate into better funding programs and 
incubation programs for musicals (eg. Musical Theatre Limited) or budding 
musical artistes, however the funds might not be channeled to where they are 
most needed, and the licenses and support for incubation works-in-progress 
might still not be easily granted, especially if the already more successful 
companies are being granted a larger piece of the pie. This can be seen in how 
established theatre groups with a good track record have been exempted from 
submitting scripts for approval under the Public Entertainment Licensing Unit 
and the Drama Review Committee of the NAC before it is allowed for public 
viewing, since 1994 (Low, 56) but the smaller theatre groups might still be 
discouraged from producing more productions due to the red-tape.  
 The NAC annual report of 2008/2009 said that “under the two year 
Major Grant Scheme, 10 performing arts companies received a total of $2.8 
million. These are Drama Box Ltd, Singapore Dance Theatre, Singapore Lyric 
Opera Ltd, Singapore Repertory Theatre Ltd, T’ang Quartet, TheatreWorks 
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(Singapore) Ltd, The Finger Players Ltd, The Necessary Stage, The Theatre 
Practice, and W!ld Rice Ltd.”12 Out of the following companies, at least two 
(Singapore Repertory Theatre, and W!ld Rice) produce musicals regularly, 
however $2.8 million among so many companies is hardly a generous sum, if 
one were to compare it to the average cost of production for a full-fledged 
musical on Broadway that amounts to much more than US$3 million. The 
Broadway musicals, The Producers and Hairspray, each cost US$10.5 million to 
produce (Chng, 9).  
Moreover, most of these funded Singapore theatre companies do not 
specialize in musical theatre production. There is not one theatre company in 
Singapore that has attempted to specialize solely in musical theatre which is a 
gap in the industry, even The Singapore Repertory Theatre which is well-known 
to have staged the first musical at the Esplanade produces more plays than 
musicals.13 The Musical Theatre Ltd attempts to produce musicals but it portrays 
itself more as a musical theatre incubation company rather than one that aims 
to produce full-fledged musicals as it conducts many workshops for scriptwriters 
and budding lyricists, but seldom produces musicals that are staged in medium 
to large sized venues; also they comprise of a team of avid hobbyists but none 
are full time theatre practitioners, thus they might not be skilled in the business 
aspect of producing musicals. There are also the theatre companies that do not 
put up musicals on a regular basis but attempt it once in awhile, such as Action 
Theatre with Chang and Eng. However, these productions are rare occurrences.  
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 Taken from the NAC annual report FY 2008/2009 page 43 
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 Musicals produced by The Singapore Repertory Theatre so far include Sing to the Dawn, the 
spectacular Forbidden City and Fried Rice Paradise (2010) 
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 With regards to funding Singapore musical theatre projects, The Musical 
Theatre Ltd was awarded $8000 for their Five Foot Broadway Mini Musicals 
2008 under the NAC Presentation & Promotion Grant and $6000 for their 
production of “A Christmas Wish” under the same grant.14 Musical Theatre Ltd 
was also given a travel grant by the NAC to bring “Georgette – The Musical” on 
tour to Manila, Philippines, however the amount given was a mere $700015 to 
help subsidize costs. Touring only a single country, the Philippines, also does not 
significantly place the Singapore musical on the international performance world 
map, considering the small audience played to and the short run of the 
production (only less than 2 weeks). Such performances to nearby South-East 
Asian regions are a baby step in the exportation of Singapore musicals, boosting 
the experience and confidence levels of the actors but failing to create any 
significant mark in the industry. 
 There is also the problem of less private financiers available in Singapore. 
Mark Steyn says that “In New York today, the list of producers required to 
finance one Broadway show is as long as a football team, though far less 
cohesive. First, it was multiple producers, then corporate producers – the record 
companies, the movie people, and pretty soon you’re reaching the Epilady” 
(265). In Singapore though, there tends to be a reliance on one sole production 
company as a producer, for example the Singapore Repertory Theatre will have 
its own season of plays while W!ld Rice might concentrate on their own series of 
plays during the Arts festival, and each would source for funding on its own.  
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 Taken from the NAC annual report FY 2008/2009 page 97 
15 Statistic taken from the NAC annual report FY 2008/2009 page 97 
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 This creates a situation where sources of viable funding through private 
sponsorship are a constant consideration. The NAC notes that “for [the arts] to 
burn brightly, the right conditions matters; for the Singapore arts ecosystem to 
flourish, it needs strong support – funds, programmes and infrastructure – from 
the state and private sector, coupled with an appreciative audience. (NAC 
annual report FY 2008/2009, 41). In the Singapore Musical Theatre history, there 
have been a few private companies who have funded Singapore musicals, but 
most of these only fund the productions that are sure-fire successes due to a 
renowned composer/playwright/actor participating in the production, for 
example, Dick Lee’s Nagraland was sponsored $6 million16 by Mitsubishi. This 
lack of funding or highly selective funding, translates into smaller budgets and 
greater challenges in producing a megamusical. In an interview I had with 
production manager Foo Meiling of December Rains about the difficulties faced 
initially, she mentioned that over more than 10 years of theatre experience, she 
has seen a rise in funding, but is of the opinion that vast improvements need to 
be made. For the December Rains production, the NAC sponsored $20 000 out 
of the budget of 1.4 million.  
There is always hope for private funding – private sponsors such as banks 
tend to come with requests such as expecting the production companies to put 
out mailers or sell their credit cards for them, but in turn contribute greatly as 
they can benefit from taxation rebates. Certain arts groups are more willing to 
cooperate in regards to advancing private sponsors’ interests though as 
compared to others. Nominated Member of Parliament for the Arts, Audrey 
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Wong, commented to artistes that “you got to survive on your own and get 
support from the private sector. This is okay for young ones who are more 
commercial minded. But the old ones who aren’t as business-minded might 
have difficulty making that adjustment.”17 
 There have been improvements in private business funding amounts 
over the years. In 1991, Fried Rice Paradise was produced by TheatreWorks, but 
funding and sponsorship seemed humble and much was sponsorship-in-kind. 
Tangs provided additional props and décor items for display at the gala as well 
as clothing used in the publicity stills. There were also private companies such as 
Da-Chin Interiors who sponsored the furniture in Bee Lean’s mahjong room; and 
private sponsors such as Francis Lim of Oshika Singapore Pte Ltd for the loan of 
the cash register. In contrast to the 1991 production, Fried Rice Paradise (2010) 
produced by the Singapore Repertory Theatre was heavily sponsored as it was 
presented by The People’s Association and the Singapore Tote board; other 
sponsors included many corporate and private sponsors such as the Lee 
Foundation, Kodak, Cold Storage, and even included media sponsors such as 
Moove media and hotel and mall sponsors.  
 Because of the limited private and governmental funding, there is always 
a risk of ticket sales not being able to cover costs. It is not that Singaporeans are 
unwilling to spend on entertainment and the arts: when Taiwanese pop star Jay 
Chou staged a concert, the concert was sold out within 24 hours of ticket sales 
even with tickets costing more than $200. Singaporeans could be avoiding 
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watching local productions because of the perception that they are substandard. 
There have been local productions that were well marketed – Shanghai Blues 
sold out 6000 seats, but that is because the run only lasted three days. A one 
month run though, for most local companies, is unheard of and too risky a 
venture, as to rely on tickets sales is to set oneself up for bankruptcy due to the 
high rental costs of performance venues. For December Rains, to book the 
Esplanade theatre (capacity just under 2000) for 13 shows, cost them a 
whopping $26000. On top of that, the Esplanade also takes a 18% cut off first 
$100,000 box office sales and 15% thereafter for ticketed events, whichever 
figure ends up to be higher. This is excluding the costs of hiring the Esplanade 
technical crew to help. This means that local productions might avoid 
performing at popular larger theatres such as the Esplanade even if that might 
give their productions additional credibility, as they cannot afford the high 
rental costs if they cannot guarantee a close to full-house audience. On the 
other hand, if a production can guarantee a close to full-house audience and 
markets itself as a world-class performance, it will make sense to fork out the 
high rental costs for a prestigious venue such as the Esplanade as the production 
will be able to command higher ticket prices and greater marginal profits.  
Theatre venues and their effect on the musical theatre scene  
 Since the early days of Singapore’s independence, the government has 
tried to market the arts by ensuring the hardware is set. In August 1963, the 
National Theatre became a locus for local cultural activities, until it was 
demolished in 1984. The new “national theatre” of Singapore is arguably the 
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Esplanade, which has become a landmark for Singapore, comparable to the 
famous Sydney Opera house. The government has since tried to promote 
Singapore as an Arts hub with the Esplanade as a noticeable landmark to 
tourists, especially by showcasing world class performances by touring groups at 
the Esplanade.  
 Although Singapore’s theatres in the IRs and the Esplanade are well-
equipped and can now rival Broadway theatres with their superb lighting rigs 
and sound technology, the IRs and Esplanade are still rarely utilized by local 
musical production companies as they might not feel confident of securing 
sufficient audience to require such as large venue. In Singapore, the unveiling of 
plans to build the Esplanade initially unleashed a flood of criticism against the 
state for prioritizing infrastructure over artiste development, and foreign talent 
over local talent (Chang, 823), this might not be completely warranted though, 
as Singapore productions could grow stronger and make greater use of existing 
infrastructure in years to come, also there have been many students who 
managed to perform at the Esplanade during the annual Singapore Youth 
Festival performances and competitions, as well as local budding artistes who 
are employed to busk at the Esplanade foyer and outdoor performance venues 
by the riverside, which does help in developing a new generation of artistes. 
Many of the local musicals are housed in the Drama Centre which is a well-
equipped theatre but significantly smaller, as the National Library Drama Centre 
fulfills their requirements and they would rather have a longer run in a smaller 
venue, which helps the performers get more accustomed to performing the 
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production on stage, than run in a large venue for a short period of time. The 
Esplanade is thus viewed as a mega-structure conjuring images of high 
modernity, mega-development, and twenty-first century urbanity but yielding 
relatively meager benefits for local practitioners on the arts scene (Chang, 824), 
as our local practitioners seldom utilize the main 1942-seater performance 
theatre in the Esplanade. 
 The technical manager of the Esplanade, Milton Arnold, once told me in 
a private conversation that the grand theatre in the Esplanade was reserved for 
foreign productions and was never meant to house local productions regularly. 
This meant that the premier theatres are generally not being utilized by local 
companies, limiting the potential of local companies and restricting them from 
being showcased on a world-class stage. December Rains was one of the 
exceptions.  
For most of the actors as well as musicians of December Rains, this would 
have been their first time performing there. Rehearsal pianist Julian Wong, a 
younger Singaporean up and coming performance pianist, in spite of his 
significant experience playing for local musicals had never played in the 
Esplanade theatre before nor conducted such a large orchestra. He thus felt 
more secure when established music director Elaine Chan was chosen to be the 
conductor. More young artistes should be encouraged to hone their talents and 
experience through performing at larger venues though, and given the 
confidence to do so, so as to grow a larger talent pool in Singapore. They could 
be given more opportunities through internship programs in their graduating 
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year with production companies. As most young artistes begin by performing for 
local production companies, they might lack opportunities to perform in larger 
venues and to a larger audience. Most Singapore musicals rely on smaller 
orchestras and just a 5 piece band, even if in the case of December Rains, there 
were more musicians because of the needs of a larger venue. Young conductors 
who have not been given sufficient experience performing with a larger 
orchestra and only with 5 piece bands, might thus lack the confidence to 
perform in larger venues when the opportunity arises. Perhaps more 
opportunities should be given to young conductors in training to perform with 
overseas productions as well, as an increasing number are performed in the 
larger venues in Singapore. If Singapore’s musicians and conductors are not 
sufficiently trained on a global-stage platform, or together with global artists, 
they will never build enough confidence to aim for greater heights.  
For Singapore English musicals, budget constraints also result in shorter 
rehearsal runs as compared to Broadway musicals, as smaller budgets means 
less hired working time with actors and musicians. According to Elaine Chan, 
music director of December Rains, professional musicians do not take more than 
a week to learn the score. While I was observing the rehearsals, it was 
heartening to see the amount of passion and dedication everyone takes in 
producing and rehearsing. However I had my doubts that the musicians could 
get used to each other’s playing styles in such a short amount of time. Elaine 
Chan explained that the musician scene in Singapore is small and thus the 
musicians have mostly played with each other before, making it easier for them 
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to work with each other in such a short time. Fried Rice Paradise also had a short 
one month rehearsal run, although the cast gathered to rehearse for the 
publicity roadshows before the actual rehearsal period.   
Budget constraints also throw up the issue of a lack of rehearsal space. 
Singapore does not have a stretch of theatres like Broadway where each theatre 
is owned privately and a musical can rehearse for longer in-theatre, contributing 
to the problem of insufficient rehearsal spaces. Benson Puah, chief of the NAC 
commented that with 520 new arts entities formed over the last 10 years, the 
demand for arts housing has been “extreme”.18 On Broadway, Carol Channing 
mentioned in a foreword of Suskin’s book, that “there are weeks of rehearsal, 
with each section of the show centred in a different place. You go to this room 
to learn your dances, to that room to put them with the chorus, to this room to 
learn the songs, to the stage for the dialogue. There is a full company run-
through every week” (Suskin, xvii). In Singapore, there is hardly enough room for 
a “mock-stage” for the whole cast to dance on. 
Even large-scale theatre productions such as December Rains that 
performed in the main Esplanade Theatre, still face the problem of finding 
adequate rehearsal facilities because of the lack of budget to rent large 
rehearsal spaces. They resorted to rehearse in a sports hall in Safra Tampines 
that is in a suburban location; the acoustics in the sports hall were bad so that 
instructions between cast and crew could barely be heard. Also, makeshift 
mirrors had to be set up along a row of tables in order to help actors with their 
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dance-steps. But there are no other rehearsal venues big enough that simulate 
the size of the Esplanade theatre. Renting a hall in the community centre also 
takes up a large portion of the budget, as rental amounts to $800 a day.  
The government has tried to alleviate arts groups’ housing and rehearsal 
venue woes by converting old school premises into rentable space. Low 
mentions that “under the NAC’s Arts Housing Scheme, old schools and shop 
houses are offered at a subsidized rate (30% of the market rates) to both 
amateur and professional arts groups for rehearsal, administrative and storage 
purposes. These include the Waterloo Arts District, Telok Ayer Performing Arts 
Centre, Stamford Arts Centre, The Substation, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, 
126 Cairnhill Arts Centre, LaSalle-SIA College of the Arts, Singapore Indian Fine 
Arts Society and the Telok Kurau Studios”(77). However many of these venues 
do not even feature proper studio facilities with mirrors or air-conditioning. 
With regards to the NAC Arts Housing Scheme, many of the adapted buildings 
are old and deteriorated with insufficient utility supply. Furthermore, the period 
of tenancy is often short (3 years) with no certainty of renewal, and 
simultaneous rehearsals by different groups often prove noisy and distracting 
(Chang, 824). Perhaps a possible solution would be for theatre companies to 
seek out angel sponsors such as Singapore bank DBS housing the Singapore 
Repertory Theatre in their DBS Arts Centre, which they do not have to pay rental 
for. The NAC announced a few years ago an overhaul of its 25 year old Arts 
Housing Scheme and is redeveloping the Goodman Arts Centre19 to increase the 
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number of spaces for lease by 50 per cent.20 There are also going to be 
additional co-location arrangements with community or commercial premises 
for arts groups, and a simplified fee structure in terms of renting rehearsal 
premises. Chief executive of planning and policy for NAC Yvonne Tham 
commented that now artists pay sinking funds, rent and maintenance, but soon 
this will change. 21 
Training professional practitioners for musical theatre 
 For Singapore musicals to grow and take flight, more practitioners must 
also become full-time professionals rather than mere hobbyists or part-time 
actors. Although many audiences appreciate musicals in Singapore, the numbers 
of local practitioners who actively take part in the production of them are few, 
many of them, regardless of their craft being in writing, composing or acting, 
engage in it part-time instead of on a full-time basis. Aaron Hales says that “the 
practitioners within the Singaporean organization, Musical Theatre Limited, are 
people that have full-time careers in science, medicine, economics and 
management, while writing and producing musical theatre during the evening 
and weekends for local consumption” (40). This means that they rarely have the 
time and energy to continuously produce or be engaged in local musical theatre 
more than once a year. On West End, Mark Steyn remarked that “the 
Mackintosh/Lloyd Webber camps are just about the only guys who can get their 
shows on, and they can manage only two per decade. For everyone else 
attempting a new musical, they now figure on eight years from page to stage” 
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(289- 290). In contrast, in Singapore probably only two years is spent working on 
a project, perhaps due to budget constraints and the need to stay relevant due 
to its musical’s dependency on riding on waves of current affairs to amuse 
audience. 
 Even though the performing arts industry as a whole in Singapore is 
becoming increasingly sustainable, there has always been a stigma in being 
involved in it full-time as it is seen as not being able to pay as well as many other 
careers and industries in Singapore such as finance. Hales remarks that “the 
opening of Beauty World in 1988 indicated the changing position of the 
Singaporean performing arts, from that of a marginalized cultural product 
uncommon on the island to a more accepted component of Singaporean society 
and its economy” (62). However, not every musical production is a big-budget 
one that can sustain a large cast and crew, and the shorter the runs of musicals 
on the whole, the less viable a career in musicals seems. Singaporean Finance 
Minister Mr Hon Sui Sen at the opening ceremony of the 1981 Singapore Arts 
Festival said, “once a society has succeeded economically it could then be 
allowed to indulge in artistic expression” (Hales, 64). Such values of fulfilling 
economic needs first before artistic expression, passed down from government 
authorities to the public, thus create a culture of being engaged in a higher 
playing career as a priority and treating the arts as more of a bonus hobby and 
part-time job if one can afford the time and money to do so. Practitioners work 
in theatre more out of passion than for a stable source of income. Because of 
Singapore’s high cost of living, it is not economically viable for practitioners to 
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only act or be involved in musicals full-time. For example, Foo Meiling, the stage 
manager for December Rains, did more than a year’s work out of goodwill gratis. 
Many practitioners turn to teaching and other non-theatre related work to 
supplement their income. To rely on cheap or free labour both portrays 
unprofessionalism, lowers the market rate of professionals and is negative in the 
long run as not all performance practitioners can afford to work for passion 
alone.  
 In order for Singapore’s Musical Arts scene to thrive, new artistes can be 
nurtured to create new works more expediently. This can be done by lowering 
the risk for them to invest time and effort in producing musicals, and also 
through encouraging cross-pollination between the arts groups and more 
collaboration between dance, music orchestras, writers’ circles and theatre 
groups. There is also a need to develop talents skilled and wellrounded enough 
in multiple aspects of music, dance and acting in order to act in the Musical 
genre. Glen Goei and American director Robert Turoff have remarked on “the 
extreme difficulty and folly of having to flog tired actors from 8pm to midnight 
and get second-best performances out of them”22. Training in order to ensure 
higher productivity in the arts is therefore crucial. Singapore musical theatre has 
a far way to go in terms of educating a generation of well-equipped performers 
as can be seen as the local School of The Arts, which is the newest and most 
highly touted full-time pre-tertiary performing arts school for students, does not 
even have a Musical Theatre training program. The only arts school in Singapore 
providing such a course at tertiary level is LaSalle which only admits up to 18 
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students per cohort, many of whom are not even Singaporean. To make matters 
worse, it is difficult to enforce musical theatre interest programs in local schools 
as Singapore tries to nurture arts education through programs like the Singapore 
Youth Festival competitions, but those only focus on the classical art forms such 
as choral music or orchestral music. Singapore has never had a show-choir 
culture in schools as in America. Hazel Skaggs mentions that American educators 
are of the opinion that “it takes no study to enjoy My Fair Lady, to hum ‘It’s a 
Beautiful Day’, or to appreciate the plot of Mary Poppins, but it does take 
education to listen for the first time to Faust, to participate in the choral works 
of Bach, and to understand the form of a Beethoven symphony. Why should 
valuable music education hours be wasted on the musical comedy?” (149). 
Singapore being seen as an even more practical society, undoubtedly shares 
such sentiments of privileging classical music education above musical theatre. 
To make up for an insufficient talent pool, there is also hope for 
nurturing a new generation of musicians, but there also needs to be more 
broad-based musical education programs to reach out to the non-performance 
arts schools’ students. There have been many enrichment and extracurricular 
programs though that try to venture into this, such as Trey Ho’s Play Inc 
company that teaches a Musical Theatre syllabus to primary and secondary 
school children, and John Faulkner’s Musical Theatre school that offers musical 
theatre classes in song and dance training for students over 1623. In this manner, 
the non-performance art student will also be equipped with a bit of knowledge 
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to hone his interests. Foreign artists who have visited Singapore, such as famous 
violinist Joshua Bell, stressed the importance of fellow local artists to go into the 
classrooms to teach a new generation and expose children to music, as a form of 
training a new generation to be interested in the Arts. He is engaged in the 
“Education through Music” program in American schools and mentioned it as an 
effective program to encourage interest in youth. Singapore could look into such 
education programs as well to encourage our artistes to share their experience 
and encourage a new generation to take interest in musicals and the Arts.  
 Singapore parents should also be encouraged to take a more active part 
in exposing their children to musicals and the Arts, or encourage their children 
to consider being educated full-time in the Arts. Joshua Bell mentioned that 
music was part of his family’s activity together and part of his growing up. He did 
not have the best teachers from young but the teachers emphasized having a 
passion and interest in music. This goes against the Singaporean mentality of 
graded ABRSM achievements. He mentioned that it is possible to return to 
perfecting the basics later on when the child is old enough to want to do so, and 
seek out maestros to learn from on his own, and that it is never too late for 
someone with interest and talent to perfect his talents later. Singaporean 
artistes could be encouraged by these words and seek opportunities to further 
improve their skills later in life. Parents tend to put practical concerns about 
whether the child will be able to earn enough as a musician/actor/composer to 
sustain rising costs of living, above their children’s aspirations and dreams; to 
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privately fund a child’s education in these aspects is rare, as compared to 
funding a child’s education in law or engineering overseas.  
 The education of an audience is also important. Singapore productions 
however have been tapping the same group of theatre-goers over the years, but 
have been unable to encourage the general masses to attend the performances. 
A possible solution would be to propose to the government to provide 
subsidized tickets during arts festivals, as that could help draw a larger pool .  
 Although the government does not often subsidize tickets for the general 
public, they have been providing grants to train artistes. According to the 
statistics from the NAC annual report FY 2010/2011, a large proportion of the 
training grants sponsored by NAC went to Music, but many of these were from 
from community-based symphonic orchestras, Asian classical music (eg. 
gamelan, Chinese nanyin orchestral etc.) and choral singing, the proportion of 
these musicians who contribute their talents to the Musical theatre industry is 
unknown. The Singapore Musical Theatre could learn to tap into this talent pool. 
(57) More crossovers between masters in various artistic genres ranging from 
music, choreographers, to visual arts, are definitely needed in an industry such 
as Musical Theatre where close collaboration and innovation are keys to 
success. 
 T. Sasitharan, artistic director of The Substation, observed that “what is 
important in the arts, is not the hardware but the education, the training, the 
support of the software, the people. The support of the people-ware – That has 
to precede the development of the hardware” quoted in Chang (824). However, 
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governmental funding with regards to educating practitioners can only go so far. 
A significant step was taken in the direction of growing new talent when in 2008 
Jonathan Lum, a young theatre actor, was awarded the NAC Arts Scholarship to 
pursue an MA in Musical Theatre at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and 
Drama, the grant was worth $85,000.24 He returned to Singapore after his 
studies and is currently performing in Singapore in productions such as National 
Broadway Company and The Last Five Years. Perhaps more scholarships, 
bursaries and even musical writing competitions (akin to TheatreWorks 24 hr 
playwriting competition) could be given out to entice more people to engage in 
Musical Theatre production. Also, more time and effort could be invested in 
cultivating talent in music arrangement as well, as that is key to the success of 
musicals. As Mellers notes,“inspirational tunesmiths cannot alone make a 
musical; middle-men are necessary to transform inspirations, or even lucky 
knacks, into commodities. Musically, by far the most crucial entrepreneur is the 
arranger”(380). Musical Theatre courses could aim to include also music 
arrangement and other aspects of musical theatre production, such as lighting 
and sound technician training, stage and set designing, composing etc. rather 
than just generalist actor practitioners who are jacks of all trades. 
 While interviewing Foo Meiling, the production and stage manager for 
December Rains, I learnt that experienced technical crew are also increasingly 
difficult to source. Apparently the appearance of the Integrated Resorts (IR) 
resulted in more international productions being put up, and local production 
companies are losing their technical staff to the IRs. It also gets tougher to 
                                                             
24 Taken from the NAC annual report FY 2008/2009 page 109 
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freelance with local companies once you sign on as full-time crew in an IR, thus 
the musical industry is suffering from brain-drain. Foo Meiling mentioned that 
typically a production crew might be able to take on about 2-3 jobs per month if 
they work free-lance but many are now choosing to work at the IRs rather than 
free-lance for theatre companies’ individual productions because of the benefit 
of stable wages. Caleb Lee, trainer in La Salle, mentioned that most students do 
not graduate to go into theatre full-time, choosing to go into the related 
industries instead, such as events marketing and HR. The number of people who 
move from events into theatre though, are much fewer, thus there is brain 
drain. Brain drain is also a result of many local talents choosing to work not just 
for foreign companies like the IR but also overseas. As a city-state with limited 
resources and a small domestic market, it is understandable that top artistic 
talents leave the country for better training and exposure abroad.  
 I would recommend greater crossover from the related arts industries, 
and that more be done to encourage scriptwriters, actors, dancers, musicians 
etc. to engage in musical theatre which will help make up for the various gaps in 
the talent pool. In December Rains, the choreographer was also a cast member, 
which illustrates the problem of a lack of professionals crossing over from the 
professional dance-scene in Singapore, resulting in cast members being forced 
to play dual roles. However, it bodes well for the local musical scene that most 
of the actors are keen to play dual roles, and are very willing to take extra 
lessons in singing or dancing to improve their skill sets, in their own time. Thus, 
by the time they are in a larger scale musical, their voices do not lose out to 
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professional singers and they are not too far behind in terms of learning dance 
steps.  
 More support could also be given to young talents from non-musical 
theatre backgrounds to encourage them to venture into musical theatre. Young 
actor Eden Ang told me that he came from a b-boy dance background and did 
not have any prior help in picking up musical dance steps, but because of his 
prior dance background he claimed that he managed to pick up the steps faster. 
In Fried Rice Paradise, the more professional cast members also helped in 
teaching him the dance steps. Magdalene Koh, the choreographer for December 
Rains, was also a newcomer in terms of musicals. She majored in dance in 
Melbourne and this was one of her first experiences as a choreographer for a 
musical. Her dance training was extensive across different genres, from tap, jazz, 
lyrical, contemporary, ballet and hip-hop to Broadway, which helped her 
choreograph the musical. The appearance of newcomers from a non-musical 
theatre background such as Koh and Ang demonstrates how sending our young 
talent overseas to gain experience in dance or music might help develop the 
talent pool. More help should also be given to these artistes who are willing to 
try crossing over to other artistic platforms and additional training could be 
provided for them.  
 Singapore’s talent pool is also small as there are few triple threat actors 
that are equally skilled in dance, singing and acting. Koh mentioned that one of 
the greatest challenges in training actors in the musical was that they all come 
from very different levels in terms of dance background. Some have never 
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danced before, concentrating only on singing and acting. Koh mentioned though 
that what the actors lack in training, they made up for in having the enthusiasm 
and right attitude, however there is a limit as to how complex the choreography 
can be as she was also working with a tight two month schedule. In Melbourne, 
most performance dancers have been trained since their young days and thus 
are more experienced and always had the right attitude because of great 
competition in the market. Comparatively, Singaporean actor-dancers are at a 
disadvantage as many did not start their training young and hence their ability 
to pick up complex steps in a short period of time is generally less. The need to 
enhance this pool of actor-dancers’ skills is thus necessary to increase their 
competitiveness on a global stage. To train and hone their skills, the actor-
dancers should be given opportunities to either work overseas or attend short-
term training programs such as overseas workshops.  
 Since most Singapore theatre companies find it difficult to afford to pay 
full-time actors, a musical theatre scene is created where actors act part-time. 
For the production of December Rains, there was an open call and more than 
100 people auditioned for it, however most could not commit to the production 
in the end. According to director Goh Boon Teck, the ideal number of hours for 
rehearsal, ideally should be 8 hours a day, for 5 and a half days a week but many 
could not commit. Trey Ho, a musical theatre actor and trainer for the past 5 
years, mentioned to me that the local cast tends to be a mix of familiar as well 
as new faces, usually around 60% of old faces and 40% new ones, indicating the 
relatively small number of actors involved in the musical scene. Ho brought up 
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the idea of the importance of setting up an actor’s union if the local theatre 
industry wanted to make advancements in this respect. 
 In order to redress the issue of insufficient talent, certain companies 
have taken to hiring foreigners to work alongside locals. Among the cast of 
December Rains, there are Malaysian and China born actors as well who have to 
adapt to the local way of working. The vocal coach is also from China but has 
since gained Singapore citizenship. She helps with their diction, especially for 
the primarily English speaking actors who cross over from the English musical 
theatre scene to act in Chinese musicals as well due to the lack of acting 
opportunities. It is heartening though to see that the local stars who have made 
it internationally, such as Kit Chan, along with foreign talent, and local 
newcomers from both the English and Chinese musical theatre scene, all seem 
to collaborate well together. In my random interviews with the cast, a few 
mentioned that they see each other as family regardless of their disparate 
experience levels and work well together. Sometimes though, when 
international stars are brought into a local production, it is due more to the 
branding, as in the case of inviting Laura Fygi to act in Victor Victoria; it does not 
necessarily reflect that the visiting international star’s skills are better.  
Possible methods of improving the book 
Education could also aim toward resolving the problem of the small 
talent pool of composers and scriptwriters. Musicals require a strong 
collaborative team of composers, lyricists and book-writers, but putting 
together a good team is challenging due to the same pool of artistic talent – 
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Singapore composers such as Dick Lee frequently wear triple-hats and become 
the book-writer, lyricist and composer for the entire musical. Mark Steyn says 
that, in general, for most of musical theatre history, there have been far more 
good composers than good lyricists. And far more good lyricists than good book-
writers; ‘book trouble’ kills more musicals than anything else (29). 
 Incubation programs for musicals could also aid in developing the scene. 
Fried Rice Paradise was commissioned to be produced under the Singapore 
Repertory Theatre’s ‘Stage Two’ division, which is a division established to 
develop and stage original Singaporean work and incorporates SRT’s Playwright 
Incubator Programme, launched in 2002.  This programme was initiated to give 
Singaporean playwrights a chance to spend a full year writing and developing 
new plays, with the dramaturgical resources and support of SRT.25 Programmes 
such as these would help in the creation of more new and original Singapore 
musicals. 
Incubation groups could also help in the editing and improving of new 
scripts. To have incubation groups that work together over the course of a 
production’s first run could help in the process of ‘critic-proofing’ and polishing 
a musical. There are also ways to ‘critic-proof’ a musical, to ensure that it can be 
successful regardless of bad reviews from the press. For example, inviting 
multiple reviewers to encourage more diverse viewpoints and encourage 
different kinds of audience to attend, based on which publication they read. It 
might also be useful to encourage practitioners to be critics of each other’s work 
                                                             
25 As referenced from the CD booklet of Fried Rice Paradise (2010) 
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instead of relying on critics from newspapers or performance reviewers alone. 
On Broadway, aggressive marketing works well to prevent critics from damaging 
a production’s perceived value. For example, productions can attempt to make 
sure there are stars to anchor a production, or have major sponsors such as 
banks who attach credit card deals off ticket prices for their customers and staff.  
Elizabeth Wollman says that corporations have revamped struggling 
musicals in mid-run. For example, The Scarlet Pimpernel, which ran between 
1997 and 2000, was closed by its producers in mid-run; recast, revised and 
reopened in “new and improved” form, which saved it. It is also possible to 
critic-proof musicals by test-marketing them before opening night. While 
developing 1998 musical Ragtime, producers held focus groups and asked 
audience “what they liked about the show, what they didn’t and what they 
would change” (148). 
Musical Theatre Limited has tried incubating projects with the view of 
trying to spot flaws in a musical before it is staged. On Broadway, musicals have 
been known to be amended even after a run has begun, so as to keep up with 
audience’s expectations and continuously improve a production. Suskin 
commented, 
“One of the true skills of creating Broadway musicals is the ability to 
analyze and fix things on the fly. But the greatest show doctors are not 
invincible, for the simple reason that no two patients are the same. What 
should work, and worked yesterday, and always worked within memory, 
today stubbornly refuses to work.” (2006: i) 
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To be able to make amendments to a script, to keep it updated and to create 
interesting works is not easy and requires experience and understanding of 
one’s audience, hence a working group for each production company could 
benefit them a lot.  
Musical Theatre in Asia and how Singapore could learn from Asia 
As a way of examining contextual problems in Singapore, it is useful to 
also examine the musical scenes in other East Asian countries, some of which 
also have developing musical scenes but face various obstacles and different 
levels of success. In the 1990s, countries such as China, South Korea, Japan, 
Taiwan and Hong Kong, all made forays into musical theatre. Great surges in 
audiences were witnessed, with them looking forward to Western musicals that 
tour in Asian regions. In Singapore, musicals such as the Phantom of the Opera 
and Les Misérables sell-out easily and have to extend their runs.  
 As Korea and Singapore are both fast developing Asian nations, they 
share certain similarities in terms of their economics and tourism trends, hence 
analyzing Korea’s musical scene might shed some light on Singapore’s musical 
industry progression. 
 The Korean Arts industry is a US$300 million industry. The interest in 
Western musicals started in 2001 when the first large scale musical, Phantom of 
the Opera, opened with US$16 million in box office sales. A large part of their 
success was due to the production attracting the sponsorship and funding of 
large private multinational corporations (an amount that reached roughly 
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US$10million)26. Before Phantom of the Opera, musicals in Korea only had 
performance runs of up to a month, but these performance runs have been 
steadily growing longer due to more sponsorship and greater demand from 
audiences. Similar to the situation in Singapore, the start of interest in musicals 
began with international acts arriving on the shores of Singapore more often, 
thus encouraging larger audiences.  
In terms of infrastructure development, in Singapore the theatres were 
built before the big international performances arrived on a regular basis. In 
Korea however, the audience market grew before the theatres were built. Now, 
Korea produces more than 150 new Korean-language western-style musicals a 
year, which include both “jukebox” and adapted musicals, and the supply 
exceeds the demand, creating only a temporary bubble for the musical industry. 
Now, there are thousands of performances being put up every year without a 
sustainable audience to ensure that every production is profitable. In Korea, 
popular Korean language dramas such as Princess Hours and Jewel in the Palace 
are also adapted into Korean musicals in a bid to encourage the drama serial 
watching audience to crossover to watch musicals as well. In Singapore, we have 
yet to try adapting our drama serials into musicals but it might be an interesting 
experiment considering the number of Singaporeans who are devoted fans of 
local Mediacorp televised drama series. Rights to the drama series will have to 
be bought or collaborations between Mediacorp and local theatre groups will 
have to be arranged in order for such a production to take place.  
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 Values taken from David Atkins, an Australian producer, presentation during the Live! 
Singapore 2010 conference. 
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In Korea, composers and scriptwriters also draw inspiration heavily from 
licensed repertoires instead of creating brand new works. These jukebox 
musicals pose less risk than producing a musical from scratch, as the writers at 
least know that the plot is a popularly received one and will help them draw 
audience from a local fan-base. However, Korea still lacks writers to develop 
new and original content and dependency on such licensed repertoires prevents 
them from entering the foreign market. The language barriers also prevent them 
from growing internationally, as most of their productions are spoken in Korean, 
which prevents them from breaking into the international market. One of the 
few Korean musicals that managed to be exported for foreign consumption is 
Dreamgirls, a Korean adaptation of the original American show, which was first 
produced in 2009 and scheduled to be performed on Broadway in 2011. Critics 
might point out though that Dreamgirls’ script is not Korean, but perhaps it is 
the mere re-packaging of a familiar Western musical with Asian actresses that 
will create the draw of the musical on Broadway.  
Singapore and Korea also face the identical problem of drawing from 
limited pools of creative crew and artistes. The availability of creative personnel 
is something that does not grow overnight, and even if audience interest might 
be growing rapidly, the creative personnel necessary to provide for and 
eventually sustain this interest is not readily available. The Asian market has 
been late in terms of discovering a fully integrated western musical genre, as it 
was not yet ready to produce content before it experienced a period of fast 
economic growth in recent decades. For example, in Korea, it is only recently 
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that their media industry boomed; and also because South Korea relatively 
recent economically developed status, they do not have sufficient creative crew, 
writers, and music composers.  
To date, there has not yet been an Asian musical work that has 
succeeded in the west to the extent that it is recognized by the general public 
and reproduced in by a western production company. However, Singapore is not 
the only Asian country with problems growing a musical theatre culture. There 
tends to be prejudice about musical theatre being a western form of theatre and 
therefore Asian produced musicals are substandard as compared to Western 
produced ones, in spite of globalization. Singapore production companies should 
not however be deterred from producing western theatre as most of our 
audience are well-schooled in western theatre, learning western literature and 
plays since early schooling days and being exposed to a constant stream of 
western media. During the Live! Conference 2010, Gaurav Kripalani, Artistic 
director of the SRT goes as far as to claim that there is an imperialist attitude 
towards Asia and the idea that Asians are inferior, but that it was a self-inflicted 
supposition that Asians inflict on themselves, in terms of not supporting each 
other’s musical industry enough. He stated that Forbidden City for example, 
never toured the west and was even pulled out of Japan. By creating original 
works, Singapore could begin to nurture its own musical theatre tradition, with 
musicals culturally rooted in Singapore’s narrative or brand of music. These 
hopefully will be able to withstand the test of time, and last for more than just a 
short performance run, with equally high production values as Broadway or 
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West End, encouraging Singaporean audiences to watch their own musicals and 
place them on an equal standing as Broadway musicals.  
In order for a production to be able to tour, high production values are 
necessary as the show should be able to replicate itself, to expected standards 
anywhere and everywhere. It should not compromise standards as a result of 
changes in the theatre venue and so on, and should likewise have a fully 
committed cast and crew. Foreign productions such as Phantom of the Opera 
and Miss Saigon visiting Singapore, have budgets in the millions, thus the ability 
to install technologically complex sets such as falling chandeliers and 
helicopters. These mechanizations ensure a certain standard of easily replicated 
production values but are extremely costly, and in most cases investments even 
on Broadway are not recouped. Elizabeth Wollman calculated that over 70 
percent of musicals to open on Broadway between the 1930s and the early 
1990s have closed without recouping their initial investments. Since the 1980s 
the stakes have become much higher, as new musicals emphasizing the 
technologically spectacular would help uproot theatrical production from its 
local confines and transform it into international big business. (121)  
The problem though is that Singapore musicals, even if they have a 
higher hit rather than flop rate, cannot compare with foreign musicals in terms 
of budget to enable a technological spectacular. This means that Singapore 
musicals need to learn to compete with megamusicals by having high 
production values without the high costs. This means well-rehearsed actors, an 
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expert score and book, and flawlessly smooth pacing in terms of directing, stage 
and light cues etc.  
 For Asian countries to further develop their musical scene, the idea of a 
consortium to discuss inter-Asian content and the possibility of developing 
cultural products that are distinctly Asian was brought up during the Live! 
Conference 2010 for musical theatre. Although a consortium could help develop 
more musicals, the proposition is flawed as getting production companies from 
different countries to work on a project might encourage one-off performances 
such as The Bridge-Project - a three year collaboration of productions of 
Shakespearean plays between Brooklyn Academy of Music, The Old Vic in 
London and Neal Street, with the Singapore Repertory Theatre as the co-
commissioning and producing partner, or Ong Keng Sen’s brand of inter-cultural 
works that mix elements of Western and Eastern operatic theatre such as Lear 
(1997), an adaptation of Shakespeare’s King Lear with elements of Japanese Noh 
drama and Beijing opera that was considered groundbreaking intercultural 
theatre that involved artists from Japan, China, Indonesia and Thailand. These 
productions would not help in terms of helping the growth of each individual 
country’s musical industry, although the opportunity to learn more about shared 
problems and think about ways to solve them together exists.  
 Other than formal consortiums with production companies from various 
countries, Singapore production companies could try creating inter-Asian 
musicals by using Asian pop culture as a base for musical experimentation. By 
doing so, the audience base could possibly increase. Simon Frith argues that 
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one’s musical tastes aid in self-definition, “that popular music fans take 
particular pleasure in identifying with the music and the performers they like, 
and with fellow fans” (Wollman, 31). In Singapore for example, there is a huge 
Korean-pop following that would leech off anything that is Korean-pop. Perhaps 
if Singapore musicals try to infuse elements of K-pop or other popular culture 
trends, or form a collaboration with Korean musical groups perhaps, the 
audience base would also increase. 
The condition of Singapore’s musical theatre scene in recent years 
 It is not all doom and gloom for Singapore’s musical scene though. In 
Asia, many countries’ unique newly developed status, as well as their fledgling 
musical theatre scenes mean that there is a younger audience and more modern 
infrastructure compared to Broadway or the West End. In Singapore, there is 
also the benefit of companies who are willing to sponsor the arts, even if they 
might be few.  
 Singapore musical theatre scene is also improving due to an increase of 
actors making forays from theatre plays into musical theatre. The jump from 
plays to acting in musicals demands extra coaching in both singing techniques 
and dance which cannot happen overnight even for experienced play actors. 
However, this does help in the production of more musicals. The year 2010 is 
considered to have produced a bumper crop of musicals, especially Mandarin 
musicals and revivals: possibly because of the improving economy. There have 
also been interesting experimentations into the cultural musical, such as 
Bollywood extravaganza. Lynette Pang, executive director of Singapore Tourism 
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Board, mentioned during the Live! Global Arts Conference that the building of 
upcoming new arts spaces and theatre venues such as Scape, National Arts 
Museum and Garden City Asia will also help make an even more vibrant Arts 
culture and will call for more performances to fill these venues. With the 
hardware for future performances set, coupled with the increase in actors, the 
number of musicals might increase in the coming years. Hopefully these 
musicals will be new and original works, although in 2010 many production 
companies opted to perform revivals and reproductions of old, tried and tested 
works instead, as mentioned in the previous chapter. The prevalence of 
reproductions might be indicative that creative juices are running dry, or that 
practitioners are afraid of experimenting with new scripts that might not 
guarantee success. 
 Singapore in 2011 received 13.2 million tourists and the number is still 
increasing. As these numbers increase, audience numbers could also increase to 
encourage the proliferation of musicals, similar to how Broadway relies a lot on 
tourism to sustain its industry. A constantly renewing influx of tourists helped 
shows on Broadway sustain longer production runs. New York received 50.9 
million tourists in 200927. However, it is much more profitable to import tried 
and tested foreign productions to be performed locally, and these would 
guarantee an appeal to tourists visiting Singapore, who might be used to 
watching an international cast. Hopefully, Singapore musicals will be able to 
meet this competition. More support from the Singapore Tourism Board in 
marketing and promoting Singapore as a cultural centre, with uniquely 
                                                             
27 http://www.nycgo.com/articles/nyc-statistics-page. Accessed July 2013 
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Singaporean productions and not just foreign productions, will also aid in 
increasing tourists’ interest in watching a musical in Singapore. Perhaps the 
Singapore Tourism Board could help production companies tie up with tour 
agencies to include performance tickets within tour packages, or include 
mention of Singapore theatre companies and theatre festivals within televised 
tourism documentaries and tourism guidebooks featuring Singapore.  
 For Broadway, 2009 was the highest grossing year with US$1 billion in 
gross box office proceeds. In the West End, 14.2 million tickets were sold. This 
proves that musical theatre is not a sunset industry. Although Brad Little 
commented during the Live! Singapore 2010 global arts conference that 
Broadway has the problem of a waning youth audience, there has been much 
effort put into trying to encourage youth to be interested in musicals, with hit 
TV series such as Glee and Dancing with the stars that have a musical theatre 
focus - hopefully this will help re-popularize the musical theatre genre. In Asia, 
the musical theatre genre is still seeing increasing interest and is not considered 
a sunset industry, thus even more so should Singapore aim to popularize the 
genre, perhaps in similar creative ways such as through mainstream media TV 
series. 
 Even after this presentation of the Singapore musical theatre scene and 
the myriad of obstacles it faces, there are still reasons for optimism as progress 
has been made in the last 20 years. There are many ways in which we can 
determine the progress of the Singapore musical scene. As Suskin points out, 
the act of “rating shows by their critical reception does not reflect their true 
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quality, any more than rating them by the length of run would” (725). Factors 
such as an overall increased audience reception, box office sales, the creation of 
a few scripts and song that are memorable, the ability to impact audience and 
leave an impression, however momentary, and the ability to affect change in the 
musical theatre scene, are all ways of judging the quality of a musical. By being 
on an upward trend in the number of staged musicals and re-staged scripts, 
Singapore might not be that far off from achieving a global city for the arts 
status.  
 I have so far given a broad overview of the state of the Singapore musical 
theatre scene and explained why the Singapore musical has not taken flight (in 
terms of global success) even though the scene is improving. The concluding 
chapter will include additional suggestions from myself and surveyed 
practitioners as to how the stage for further development of the musical genre 














Chapter 4. Redressive measures for the future development of the genre 
 As mentioned at the opening of chapter 3, in 1992, the Singapore 
government proposed to create a ‘global city for the arts’. Its vision was to 
cultivate a thriving arts, cultural and entertainment scene, not only for economic 
reasons such as to attract tourists, but also for sociocultural objectives such as 
the enrichment of Singaporeans and nation-building (Chang, 819). Since then, 
Singapore has progressed in terms of Arts education and interest, and is on its 
way to transforming into an Arts hub, audience ticketed attendance for 
performances reached 2,136,800 in 2011, and broadly 36% of audience watched 
a theatre performance, and 13% watched a musical theatre performance. The 
number of survey respondents who replied positively about interest in the arts 
have also increased from 31% (in 2009) to 36% (in 2011)28 However, ticketed 
attendance and arts interest rates are not the only factors in accurately 
determining the progress of local productions: whether arts organizations can 
be sustainable in the long-term, even in times of economic recession remains to 
be seen. 
                                                             
28
 Statistics taken from the National Arts Council National Population Survey of the Arts 2011. 
http://www.nac.gov.sg/docs/resources/2011-national-population-survey-on-the-arts.pdf. 
Accessed July 2013 
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 However the government has always been concerned with the 
commercial value of the arts instead. Philip Yeo, the Economic Development 
Board chair, stated the importance of realizing the economic potential of the 
arts, “there is now in Singapore a major opportunity to develop the arts, not 
only for cultural enrichment, but also in the interest of economic growth. There 
will be significant spinoffs: generating revenue, providing employment for 
creative talents, attracting overseas business, developing tourism and providing 
a catalyst for urban renewal” (Chang, 823). 
 This concentration on culture for values and for commercial use results 
in conflicting aims that create stress for local production companies who might 
want to give audiences entertaining performances in order to sell more seats, 
and yet try to infuse most of their performances with a certain amount of home-
grown values that might seem contrived to audience. Also, the arts industry in 
Singapore on the whole has been pushed to show economic growth and theatre 
groups are being evaluated on their success based on economic benchmarks 
such as annual revenue and ticket sales: “Theatre groups are obliged to produce 
4 new works per financial year, fill sufficient seats at the theatre and build up a 
credible body of work in order to be eligible for NAC funding” (Low, 61). Smaller 
and younger theatre groups thus might lose confidence when faced with these 
funding clauses, especially since many might not have established a repertoire 
of credible work yet. Perhaps more should be done to propose policies that 
would aid the smaller groups instead, emphasizing on quality of the particular 
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production they wish to put up, instead of them producing a certain number of 
works per year or having a proven track record.  
 A running line of disenchantment was reflected in my interviews with 
theatre practitioners – they thought that governmental funding was insufficient, 
even though the NAC allocated $750,000 for seed grants and $8,225,100 to 
support arts development at the organization level in 201229. Focusing on the 
arts as a form of economic returns for the country is seen as contradictory to 
helping develop art for art’s sake to some though, as “milking the arts primarily 
for economic returns runs contrary to these proclamations” (Chang, 823). Artists 
and theatre groups that have to fulfill quotas in order to continue receiving 
funding might also feel unduly pressured to produce work-in-progress that they 
might not yet be ready to perform.  
 Singapore while trying to attain its status as a Global City for the Arts, is 
becoming known as the “Broadway of Asia” as large Broadway musicals such as 
The Lion King are opening at the new integrated resort theatres, and Singapore 
is starting to house more big budget foreign productions with long runs, such as 
they do in entertainment strips such as Las Vegas. The Lion King for example, 
costs over $10 million to stage. Mr Rokic of BASE Entertainment Asia said in a 
news interview that Singapore’s growing tourist numbers of 12 million annually 
is fast reaching the possible critical mass to ensure a long-running show’s 
success.30 It might do well for local companies to seriously consider the viability 
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 NAC Announces Recipients of Major Grants & Traditional Arts Seed Grants for FY2012. 
http://nac.gov.sg/media-centre/news-releases/news-detail?id=bdca444c-9485-48aa-b6d9-
c1c07bf6a16e. Accessed July 2013 
30 Yahoo! News. “The Lion King set to finally roar next March. Alicia Wong” (26 October 2010) 
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of putting up a long-running megamusical for tourists in a local landmark venue, 
who might want to view a Singapore musical performed by Singaporean artistes 
and that have distinct Singapore flavor. However such a venture is untested and 
would require the Singapore Tourism Board’s support in publicity and might 
benefit from choosing an “off-Broadway” type landmark venue, such as the 
Drama Centre or a national heritage linked theatre such as Victoria Theatre.  
 In T.C Chang’s article ‘Renaissance Revisited: Singapore as a Global City 
for the Arts’, he mentions that the keys to creating a Global arts city include: 
1) striking a balance between the economic and humanistic objectives 
of the arts, 
2) encouraging the global export of local talents alongside the import of 
foreign artistic talent 
3) realigning local regulations and mindsets in line with International 
best practices. 
With regards to point 1, in Singapore, much is done in terms of economic 
objectives and not enough in terms of humanistic objectives. With regards to 
point 2), Singapore has not yet reached a stage where there is enough talent to 
export with regards to musicals, although they frequently import foreign talent 
to star in shows. For example, in Victor Victoria (2009) Laura Fygi was invited to 
be the star. Also in 2001, SRT produced Rent with 4 Singaporeans starring 
alongside a predominantly Filippino cast, but that was not seen as a success as 
the Singaporean cast got less than remarkable reviews as compared to the 
foreign co-stars. Reviewers mentioned that “the local cast faltered somewhat in 
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the singing department except for Pam Oei who proved valiant competition for 
her fellow actors” (Teo, The Flying Inkpot Theatre Reviews). For Singapore to 
benefit having both foreign and local cast act side by side together, the training 
for the local cast should be improved first so that they will not appear lackluster. 
There are also other benefits for having a local and foreign cast act side by side, 
for example, the local cast might gain experience and exposure to different 
working styles and learn from more experienced production companies when 
starring in their shows. Inviting foreign celebrities to work alongside local actors 
would also help local actors and production crew earn more clout by being able 
to claim that they worked alongside international celebrities before; this could 
also hopefully help them open doors to working and performing overseas in the 
future. It is also much easier to bring ‘world-class acts’ to Singapore than to send 
‘the best of our own talents’ abroad (STB, 1996:26). None of Singapore’s 
musicals has ever travelled to Broadway or West End, so the next best thing is to 
try to get a few of the local actors into these international productions when 
they are showcased in Singapore. 
 As for 3), every production company aims towards being able to put up 
productions that are world-class, but achieves this with varying degrees of 
success due to the amount of funding they are able to draw. It is easy to be able 
to put up world-class productions when budgets allow the hiring of professional 
crew and rental of the best theatre rehearsal spaces, but it becomes 
discouraging when there are multiple barriers because of lack of monetary 
support. Perhaps more could be done in terms of issuing larger one-off funding 
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amounts based on good scripts and production companies that have potential 
towards producing a world-class performance. 
 In New York, culture is a revenue and job generator. If this might one day 
be true of the Singaporean context, this means that megamusicals that generate 
more revenue or jobs would automatically be placed in greater priority in 
receiving funding as compared to the smaller experimental productions. 
Commercial megamusicals thus have to be any musical industry’s bread and 
butter before experimental productions can flourish. Steven Adler has 
commented that, “when popular entertainment and artistry marry, Broadway 
audiences are graced with exceptional productions. Broadway can survive 
economically on a diet of mostly populist fare, whereas its chances for financial 
solvency are minimal if it were to present only artistically challenging but 
inaccessible shows” (Adler, 28). T.C Chang refers to cultural sociologist Zukin’s 
views, about how the arts feature prominently in New York City’s tourism 
marketing, and international companies specializing in the arts are encouraged 
to invest there. Chang paraphrases Zukin’s claims: 
The arts enrich people’s lives and their sense of self-esteem; improve 
urban aesthetics by ‘cleaning up’ zones like Times Square; and provide a 
‘symbolic economy’ which portrays the city as a great place to live and 
work. The importance of the ‘local’ is not forgotten in the process of 
global place-making, and the deployment of culture as capital reinforces 
New York’s image as a capital of culture (Chang, 820). 
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Singapore in trying to create an arts hub is moving in such a trajectory. However 
the importance of the “local” is frequently forgotten as local productions are still 
struggling to gain market share. Singapore might want to consider starting to 
centralize most of its arts activities into a “Broadway strip” as a landmark venue 
of both public and private theatres, instead of one sole theatre venue such as 
the Esplanade, in order to promote arts tourism and gain recognition; New York 
has its Broadway and London its West End, so it would be fitting that Singapore 
has its own landmark strip too in being a city of the Arts.  
Expanding the talent pool 
 Presently, Singapore is still facing the problem of not having sufficient 
crew locally to sustain mega-productions. However it is still important for its 
artistes to gain experience and exposure, be it through working for local or 
foreign companies. The Really Useful Company (Singapore) was set up in 1993 
by the UK-based Really Useful Group Pte Ltd Company (RUG) while Cameron 
Mackintosh used Singapore as its regional headquarters in 1996 when Les 
Misérables was touring Asia (Low, 33). Local cast and crew will gain industry 
experience through working for such companies. Anthony Huray of Huraya 
Entertainments explained the need to integrate international shows with local 
talent: 
Mega shows, they come and go. What I’m saying is you don’t have to 
always (stage) a mega event. Instead, you should bring in a show that has 
residual value for Singapore. For example, you can bring in a show which 
is not too difficult to stage, not so complicated logistically, and not 
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dependent on only one or two big stars. You can also bring in 
Singaporeans to work on the lighting and sound system. Some of the 
stars should also be locals, and this will appeal to Singaporeans. This is 
the idea of a ‘fusion’. You bring Singapore’s status up, you bring the costs 
down, and slowly you will have a critical mass of Singaporean expertise. 
Whereas now, even the lighting men for a mega show you have to 
import. (Chang, 826) 
A viable way to increase the quality and quantity of production crew is also 
through theatres’ and companies’ sponsorship of their own scholarships or 
providing interest-free study loans that in turn require students to serve their 
bond in service of these theatre companies, which would help them gain real 
working experience. Low Kee Hong has claimed that The Esplanade Co. Ltd had 
awarded overseas scholarships in arts management and technical training when 
the arts centre opened in 2002 (30). This way, theatres and theatre companies 
also have the opportunity to send artistes and crew for additional training 
programs if they see a need for higher qualified specialist crew and the bonded 
scholarships will also encourage retention of practitioners to stay for longer 
period of time in the arts industry. 
 More education programs for youth are also needed to widen the 
spectrum of specialist studies and collegiate degrees and diplomas in musicals 
and performance arts, “In 1995 and 1996, a study group was commissioned by 
the National Arts Council to look into the viability of an arts education blueprint 
for Singapore. Plans were made to restructure and upgrade the two arts colleges 
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in Singapore (LaSalle – SIA and Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts) to world-class, 
degree-granting conservatories, also, recommendations were made to set up an 
Institute of the Arts at the National University of Singapore” (Low, 32). However, 
to date, only La Salle offers musical theatre degree programs with cohorts of not 
more than 20 students annually, which is an extremely small number coming 
into the musical scene as actors. NUS offers a generalized Theatre Studies 
course and many of its students do not pursue theatre as full-time careers after 
graduating. A majority of students from the Yong Siew Toh Music Conservatory 
are foreigners, also do not end up performing as musicians locally, much less in 
local musical theatre. NAFA’s and School of the Arts’ theatre arts degree courses 
are also small with approximately 30 students only. This thus severely limits the 
talent pool in Singapore from which companies can draw from. Many touring 
musical groups also hire noticeable local artistes without holding open casting 
calls, in a bid to attract more local audience with these familiar artistes – for 
example Hossan Leong starred in the Rocky Horror Show because he has 
become a popular household name. It might not be as easy then for the average 
local performer to gain experience working with foreign production companies 
as they are rarely casted. Perhaps Singapore’s arts industry should encourage 
foreign production companies to cast locals more by setting up official Artist 
Unions that might help draw attention to Singapore’s artistes and establish 
closer working relationships by organizing more masterclasses and conferences 
for foreign artistes to mingle and share with local artistes. 
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 To further encourage musical theatre interest, more effort is also needed 
to nurture a younger generation of audiences and performers. Speech and 
drama classes, piano and ballet lessons are popular weekend enrichment 
activities that Singaporean parents send their children for, and these may or 
may not in turn encourage children to be more interested in the Arts. Musical 
theatre training as enrichment and co-curricular activities has been slow in 
coming for children in schools and the Singapore Youth Festival competitions, 
but these could be stepping stones in encouraging musical theatre interest.  
 Although there are local music conservatories, not many full-time 
musicians engage in composing especially for the musical genre. Some students 
might be better in learning and performing classical repertoire but have no 
talent in composition. Among those who are interested in musicals, they might 
not fancy performing in musical orchestras. It is vastly different how one is 
trained to be a soloist in a conservatory as compared to being a part of an 
orchestral ensemble. Perhaps a better idea would be to invite talented 
composers to give masterclasses for local composers on a more regular basis 
instead, as well as competitions to help encourage them to compose more 
regularly or venture into composing new genres of music they might not have 
tried before, such as musicals.  
Apprenticeship 
 Singaporeans could also learn from Western production companies by 
travelling there to apprentice or attend masterclasses, in order to learn and 
bring their skills back; another option is to invite foreign production companies 
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to Singapore to engage in joint productions. In musical theatre history, one such 
successful joint production between companies from 2 countries was Les 
Misérables. It was created in Paris, then produced in London by the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. After a commercial move to the West End, Cameron 
Mackintosh remounted the show for Broadway (Kirle, 155). Perhaps, such joint 
productions of an inter-cultural and multi-country approach to staging a musical 
might be a way to draw experience from various ends of the globe to form a 
cosmopolitan product. This might also be a way for Singapore musicals to gain 
more clout and budget, by working with international companies such as the 
RSC and The Really Useful Group. 
 There are many possible solutions with regards to further developing the 
industry, but how much is the government helping with regards to these? And 
what more could or should be done? 
Less, instead of more government intervention 
 The above mentioned suggestions might require a large amount of 
government funding, intervention and initiation, however some practitioners 
argue against external intervention. The late Kuo Pao Kun had made his plea for 
a less interventionist approach to the arts: “Officials seem to believe that unless 
you spend big money, you cannot develop – this isn’t true. People will expand 
creative spaces for themselves if officials simply learn how to relax their control” 
(Low, 52). I am also of the opinion that arts groups when forced to learn how to 
monetize their performances and act as businesses, will be more challenged to 
create performances that rival foreign companies’. By relying less on funding, 
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they would also be less inclined to self-censorship, and less inclined to only 
portray themes that they think the government would want them to, as well as 
less afraid to advocate minority views in performances. This also frees up 
government arts budgets to concentrate more on arts education rather than in 
supporting already established theatre companies. The National Arts Council 
could also use the freed up budget to organize more arts festivals for local 
groups and help bolster the confidence of smaller independent arts groups by 
giving them the opportunity to perform in such festivals. When governmental 
sponsorship decreases for individual theatre companies, corporate sponsorship 
might also increase as corporate sponsors may be lured with tax rebates, and 
recognition from the public by being sponsors of the arts.  
Exporting for Asia 
 Other than funding and sponsorships, local companies can aim to gain 
experience and gain international recognition by exporting productions to Asian 
regions. Action Theatre had the privilege of being the first to stage an English 
musical in Beijing, China with Chang and Eng in January 1998. It makes sense for 
Singapore to concentrate on marketing in and touring such Asian countries 
instead of western ones, as more ‘Asian’ storylines in musicals such as Chang 
and Eng emphasise familial bonds that are easy for an Asian audience to relate 
to, and feature Singaporean-Asian artistes, such as Kit Chan, that are already 
recognized in these regions. There are other methods by which Singapore could 
also consider promoting local artistes, such as through shows at International 
Arts Markets, which will aid in the local artistes’ exposure.  
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The value of archiving past productions 
 There is also the matter of preserving Singapore’s musical theatre 
history, and developing it through analysis of past productions. Published 
librettos to be sold on the commercial market serve people who want to study 
the text or make revivals, however Singapore’s musical theatre scene lacks the 
formal anthologizing of productions and thus many productions are lost and 
forgotten after the production run. Even the creation of CDs of local musicals’ 
songs to be sold and popularized in the local market for example, tend to be 
exceedingly few. Perhaps through looking into such avenues, the musical 
theatre industry could increase its audience base. One should not 
underestimate the value of “Take-home tunes’ on CDs that can help promote 
the musical and the artistes long after the musical’s run has ended. Also, a 
catchy tune remains in the audience’s memory long after the production had its 




 With regards to sustaining productions by revising ticket prices, 
Singapore could prepare for the future by looking at Broadway in order to re-
think pricing strategies to push theatre companies towards profitability, and this 
might mean pricing tickets as high as foreign productions. The more frequented 
productions are not necessarily the ones that priced their tickets lower, as many 
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foreign productions price slightly higher than local productions but are thus seen 
as must-sees and of higher quality. As Mark Steyn points out: 
After its mid-eighties blues and its late eighties blues and its early-
nineties blues, Broadway has reduced its expectations, but not its ticket 
prices. Mackintosh instead announced a new top ticket price for Miss 
Saigon of $100 - $40 higher than his competitors. Instead of deterring 
the traffic, it only increased the feeling that this wasn’t merely a night at 
the theatre but a fabulous must-see phenomenon (288). 
If Singapore productions continue pricing themselves lower than most foreign 
hit productions, their perceived value would correspondingly be seen as lower 
by the audience, whether or not this might be true. To rescue a floundering 
musical industry in Broadway from the doldrums, Broadway had to resort to 
marketing tactics and that kind of repositioning should apply to Singapore too. 
Also, local productions could be marketed more often through the STB to 
tourists, through hotels, tour groups, and other tourism avenues. 
Building a Singapore brand and franchise of musicals 
 As I have mentioned earlier, many practitioners see the prospect of 
developing productions well enough to tour as an important goal. As an 
alternative aim for the distant future, Singapore’s musical theatre scene could 
encourage foreign companies to put up its musicals by building more overseas 
industrial relations and giving them copies of the book and score as means of 
meaningful arts exchange, especially when foreign companies are invited to 
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perform in local arts festivals and in bridge projects, which would then prove 
that Singapore’s composers and playwrights can be recognized internationally. 
However, for Singapore to reach that stage of ensuring quality in their 
reproductions, it will take manpower, time and effort. Singapore’s focus should 
still be to emphasise developing the industry from within the country for now, 
even if many production companies aim to tour. Also by spending all the time on 
reproductions this early on might stilt the growth of their production of new 
scripts, and preventing the musical theatre industry from expanding its 
repertoire. The Lloyd Webber/Mackintosh era has been one of bigger but fewer 
hits (Steyn, 289). 
 To put productions or reproductions on tour also requires a certain 
‘brand-name’ or audience confidence in the productions’ country of origin’s 
theatre quality. As Wollman notes, “franchises purportedly guarantee that 
patrons across the world will be able to see an ‘authentic’ Broadway or West 
End production without having to travel terribly far from home. The franchising 
of theatre also works to safeguard producers who invest in such spectacles in 
the first place, since national and foreign productions can help shows that flop 
on Broadway return investments and ultimately make profits” (129). The 
“Broadway” brand name enables these productions then to earn and recoup 
losses overseas. For Singapore to aim to franchise musicals as export would 
require them to first form a “brand-name” of Singapore being an arts hub that 
produces quality musicals.  
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 Then, there is also the matter of producing scripts that are not as highly 
entrenched in local humour and themes in order to create more universal 
productions that appeal to a wider audience. Steyn notes that “in both Les Miz 
and Saigon, they pinpointed small human dramas against the great canvas of 
history” (293). In many ways, the more successful Singapore musicals such as 
Beauty World and December Rains do the same albeit on a much smaller scale. 
Perhaps scriptwriters could consider using the historical backdrop of National 
riots or WW2 to create a musical, similar to how The Sound of Music is set to the 
Nazi occupation. One should never underestimate the value of melodramatic 
opera which musicals first derived from, Steyn is of the opinion that “Madame 
Butterfly relocated to Vietnam raises the stakes; La Bohème relocated to 
Greenwich Village (as in Rent) diminishes them: it’s the triumph of New York 
theatre parochialism” (294). 
 Adaptations from screen to stage could also help inject new interest in 
musicals, Steyn explains that “on Broadway, the most significant development 
of the nineties has been the emergence of Disney as legit producer with Beauty 
and the Beast. The audience goes into the Palace Theatre for no other reason 
than to see the movie reproduced as exactly as possible” (300). Singapore has 
tried to venture into this by experimenting with producing ‘881’ the musical, 
which was originally a film about Singapore getai31 performance and very 
popularly received, but such experimentations are few and uncommon. 
                                                             
31
 Getai is a form of song-stage performance performed during the ritualistic Chinese Hungry 
Ghost festivals in Singapore. 
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 Another more business oriented suggestion to help market local 
productions would be to create other products that might help grow interest in 
the production, especially if the productions are based on pre-existing popular 
culture texts. As Wollman says, on Broadway: 
The application of business synergy to the musical theatre helps explain 
why so many Broadway shows to open since the mid 1990s are staged 
versions of popular films, many of which combine the technological 
innovations typical of megamusicals with familiar titles, characters, plot 
lines, and, in some cases, songs from soundtrack, which are 
reorchestrated and incorporated directly into the plot. Synergy allows a 
company to sell itself along with any product it hawks. The Broadway 
version of Beauty and the Beast, for example, can be mentioned in 
Disney films and television shows, or advertised on Disney-owned radio 
stations (145). 
There is also the performance accompanying merchandise that can provide an 
interest in the live performance. Perhaps Singapore could consider applying 
such business synergy to its musical theatre, popularizing local characters such 
as Phua Chu Kang, a popular comedy television series character in Singapore 
who was an every-man contractor, and cast them into musicals. Phua Chu Kang 
the musical for example, created much buzz and audience interest, even though 
the musical itself received negative reviews. Singapore could even consider 
adapting popular stories from the Asian regions. If Disney can adopt Asian 
stories such as “Mulan” to be made into films, Singapore’s musical industry 
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could learn to do the same and perhaps even adapt Western stories into 
Singaporean musicals. The W!ld Rice theatre group in Singapore for example, 
puts up pantomimes based on Western fairytales and these are popular among 
local audiences. To adapt familiar stories also helps when trying to attract a 
world-wide audience, as has been proven on Broadway. Wollman notes: 
There is some indication that familiarity is in fact becoming expected of 
musical productions. While walking through Times Square one evening in 
September 2000, I overheard a group of British tourists discussing the 
Broadway version of The Full Monty. One remarked that although it had 
been “Americanized” and featured none of the disco hits featured on the 
film soundtrack, “it was still really good.” Familiarity becomes 
additionally important since a rising number of visitors to New York 
speak little English and are thus interested in recognizable titles when 
shopping for Broadway shows. (146) 
Following this logic, if Singapore aims to sell and export to an Asian-dominant 
market who might not be as familiar with the English language but are 
succumbing to a Westernized American culture, perhaps the trick then is to 
adapt American stories from film and television into musicals. This might assure 
good advanced ticket sales from fans of the stories. One should not also 
underestimate the charm of watching a familiar story come to life in the “live” 
musical theatre, to both locals and tourists. 
 Before Cats, the British composer paled as compared to Broadway 
composers. As Steyn points out: 
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To Broadway folk, Lloyd Webber was just one of many writers who had 
emerged in the peace and love era, turned out one rock musical and 
then disappeared. It was Evita that made his reputation and his next 
show confirmed it so triumphantly that, in 1997, in a moment of sad 
symbolism, it effortlessly overtook A Chorus Line as Broadway’s all-time 
long-run hit. Think about it: Broadway’s longest-running show – a British 
musical (163). 
There is hope thus that other countries’ musicals too can break into the 
International musical industry, but until Singapore can find its own Lloyd 
Webber, perhaps the best way for the musical industry to progress is through 
focusing on improving local productions and developing arts policies to make it 











Chapter 5: Conclusion 
 Singapore musicals have developed significantly since the early days of 
Kampong Amber (1994) and Mortal Sins (1996) where the integrated musical 
was not as apparent. Since the early days of experimentation in the genre, many 
Singapore theatre companies have taken to producing adaptations of popular 
western musicals to great success. In The Straits Times Life! Theatre Awards 
2013, two of the five productions nominated for Production of the Year were 
musical theatre performances – Company (Dream World Productions) and La 
Cage Aux Folles (W!ld Rice), indicative of both the popularity of the musical 
genre in Singapore as well as the confidence that has been placed in our local 
production companies putting up adaptations of well-known works of western 
musical theatre. Although not wholly original, the success of these adaptations 
is proof that Singapore production companies are capable of producing 
integrated works of musical theatre that are fitting of being benchmarked 
against Broadway or the West End.  
Perhaps it is a blessing then that Singapore artistes are no longer overly 
concerned about producing The Great Singapore Musical. Singapore production 
companies have come to realize that taking smaller steps towards improving 
through adapting pre-existing great works, be they local ( for example, Beauty 
World) or foreign ( for example, Company), are more important and will help 
artistes gain the experience they need. This will help instill overall confidence in 
the musical theatre scene in Singapore, and slowly aid in its progression. As 
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explained in Chapter 3 that Asian countries such as South Korea have gone 
down this route with success.   
At the end of chapter 1, concern was expressed over whether the 
Singapore musical theatre scene has reached a plateau in terms of its 
development and growth. However I do believe that Singapore musicals are just 
beginning to experience a golden age, with more works being recognized locally 
and more foreign audience beginning to attend the performances. There will 
come a day when Singapore musicals take flight to be performed overseas if 
production companies continue down the path of adapting, training artistes, 
and not relying solely on government funding as a means to improve production 
standards. As more avenues of private funding are available and producers take 
more care towards being competitive and aiming for profitability instead of just 
art for art’s sake, the Singapore megamusical success might just be in sight. 
In chapter 2, it was explained how popular and profitable Singapore 
musicals such as Fried Rice Paradise and December Rains had their strong points 
in forming cultural music hybrids and retaining the Singapore flavor and themes, 
in spite of their shortcomings in being occasionally overly heavy-handed in 
terms of comedy or melodrama. These strong points are our musical theatre 
scene’s unique selling points and more marketing could revolve around these, to 
encourage greater exposure of our musicals overseas and entice more arts 
tourists. Problems with the book or music are small problems in and of 
themselves and will gradually decrease as writers/composers and practitioners 
gather to share more or extend rehearsal/production runs and allow scripts to 
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go through constant revision. It is greater industrial-wide problems such as the 
availability of talent that will have greater bearing on whether the musical 
theatre scene progresses well. Chapter 3  and 4 suggested recommendations in 
both the usage of hardware (the new theatres and IRs) and heart-ware (along 
the lines of continuing to invest in training a new generation of talent, and not 
to be afraid of hosting foreign productions and using the opportunity for 
industrial exchange in terms of sharing of experience, writing, training etc.). The 
NAC will need to constantly review the condition of the changing arts industry 
and adjust funding according to the present needs, execution of policies and 
ideas always tends to be more difficult in practice than in theory. With foreign 
musicals constantly coming to be performed in Singapore now, production 
companies also need to be in-tune with the changing form of the popular 
megamusical, and adjust training and production methods to stay up in the 
game. 
In the Life! Theatre Awards 2013, five out of six of the nominations in the 
Readers’ Choice Award for Production of the Year were musicals, evidence of 
the musical genre’s strong and continuously growing pull on audiences. There is 
no fear in the dearth of audience then. There is hope that Singapore will be able 
to create a musical scene vibrant enough on its own local musical’s merits and 
not be reliant on western imports, but perhaps both could aim to co-exist 
happily and in equal measure of success.  
 The musical theatre scene in Singapore has also witnessed up and 
coming newcomers in recent years, such as Seong Hui Xuan and Rebecca 
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Spykerman who were both nominated as Best Supporting Actresses Life! 
Theatre Awards 2013, with Seong winning for her role in Company. The harvest 
from sowing the seeds of arts education and professional arts schools is just 
maturing and I do believe that talent retention in Singapore musical theatre is 
growing to be an eventuality and not just blind hope. It is now up to this new 
generation of musical theatre talent to bring Singapore musicals to the forefront 
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